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The main objective of this paper is to propose a hybrid evolutionary 

optimization algorithm for solving the Inventory Routing Problem (IRP). The 

IRP arises from the application of the Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI) 

concept, where the supplier (vendor) has to make inventory and routing 

decisions simultaneously for a given planning horizon. This paper focuses on a 

scenario where a single-product type has to be delivered by a fleet of 

capacitated homogenous vehicles and housed at a depot over a finite and 

discrete planning horizon. The demand is fully available to the decision maker 

(supplier) at the beginning of the planning horizon, stock-outs are not allowed, 

and transportation costs and inventory holding costs of customers are taken 

into account in the objective function. Due to the NP-hard nature of the IRP, it 

is very difficult to develop an exact algorithm that can solve large-scale 

problems within a reasonable computation time. As an alternative, a hybrid 

evolutionary optimization algorithm based on two well-known meta-heuristics, 

the Genetic Algorithm and the Simulated Annealing Algorithm, is presented to 

handle the IRP. Namely, the Genetic Algorithm is related to the planning 

phase, while the Simulated Annealing Algorithm is associated with the routing 

phase. A repetitive procedure, containing characteristics from both referred 

meta-heuristics, is applied to obtain a near-optimal feasible solution. Testing 

instances with different properties are established to investigate algorithmic 

performance, and the computational results are then reported. 

Keywords: Routing, Inventory Routing Problem, Genetic Algorithm, 

Simulated Annealing, Evolutionary Optimization 

 

1. Introduction 
In recent years, the Inventory Routing Problem (IRP) has received a great deal of 

attention from academics, consultants and practitioners. It reflects a multi-functional 

problem that attempts to integrate two different functions within the supply chain 

network, i.e., planning and routing (Min and Zhou, 2002). In particular, planning is 

associated with the Inventory Control Problem (ICP), while routing is related to the 

Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP). The ICP represents an activity that aims to 

organize the availability of goods to customers during a given planning horizon 

(Axsäter, 2006), while the VRP concerns the distribution of goods between suppliers 

and customers, without taking into account the time scope (Toth and Vigo, 2002). 
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Whereas VRPs typically deal with a single period (e.g., a day), IRPs have to deal 

with a longer horizon (multi periods: e.g., a sequence of days).  

In the context of the IRP, these two widely studied problems in the Operations 

Research literature are modeled simultaneously since an inter-relationship exists 

between them (Moin and Salhi, 2007; Archetti and Speranza, 2016). If only the ICP 

for the customers is concerned and the VRP for the supplier is ignored, the supply 

chain cost, including the total transportation and total inventory cost, is not 

minimized optimally, as the VRP decisions cannot be made effectively and vice 

versa. The IRP arises in environments where Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI) 

policies are applied. It can be assumed as an extension of the VRP, which integrates 

routing and inventory allocation decisions. Analytically, the vendor (supplier) 

monitors the inventory levels of the customers and determines (a) the delivery times 

(when to visit his customers), (b) the quantities (how much to deliver to each of them 

when they are served), so that stock-outs are avoided, and (c) the set of routes used 

by a fleet of vehicles to serve a given set of customers (how to integrate the 

customers into the vehicle routes). 

IRPs can be categorized into three levels (Andersson et al., 2010; Coelho et al., 

2013). The first categorization is based on the structural variants presented in IRPs, 

namely, product, time horizon, network topology, routing, inventory policy, 

inventory decisions, fleet composition and fleet size. The second categorization is 

related to the availability of information on the demand, reflecting several types of 

IRPs, for example, deterministic, stochastic, and dynamic and stochastic IRPs. 

Moreover, the third categorization is associated with the chosen solution approach. 

According to Ballou (1989) the modeling of supply chain and logistics problems has 

traditionally relied on three primary methods, i.e., simulation, optimization (exact 

algorithm) and heuristics, which can be divided into two categories (Griffis et al., 

2012): classic heuristics (construction heuristics, local improvement heuristics) and 

meta-heuristics (local search meta-heuristics and population search meta-heuristics). 

The recent literature has shown an increased interest in so-called matheuristics, 

methods that combine exact and heuristic approaches (Maniezzo et al., 2009). 

Archetti and Speranza (2013) classified matheuristics into three classes: 

decomposition approaches, improvement heuristics and column generation-based 

approaches. 

It is worth noting that IRP decisions can be (a) decisions over time only, in which 

the delivery times and the quantities have to be determined at the same time, while 

the routes are given, and (b) decisions over time and space, where delivery times, 

quantities and routes have to be determined simultaneously (Bertazzi and Speranza, 

2012; Bertazzi and Speranza, 2013). Furthermore, the optimal solution of an IRP 

depends on the objective function that has been chosen (Bertazzi et al., 2008). As a 

result, an objective function can be (a) the sum of transportation costs only, (b) the 

sum of transportation and inventory holding costs of the customers or (c) the sum of 

transportation and inventory holding costs of the supplier and the customers. It 

should not pass unnoticed that under the VMI concept, stock-outs are not allowed, 

and therefore, the objective function does not include shortage costs. In general, the 

objective function of IRP reflects a minimum-constrained problem, broadly studied 

in the literature (e.g., Neubert et al., 2010; Savino et al., 2014; Savino and Mazza, 

2015). 
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In this paper, the main objective is to propose an approach for solving the IRP with 

the following characteristics. A single-product type has to be delivered by a fleet of 

capacitated homogenous vehicles (multiple vehicles) housed at a depot over a finite 

and discrete planning horizon. The network topology taken into account by the IRP 

model is one-to-many; that is, one supplier serves many geographically dispersed 

customers (demand points). A vehicle can visit more than one customer (multiple 

routing), while a vehicle’s trip starts and ends at the depot (supplier). As far as the 

inventory policy is concerned, a Maximum Level (ML) policy is considered, in 

which any customer has defined a maximum inventory level and every time a 

customer is served, the delivered quantity is such that the inventory level at the 

customer is not greater than the maximum level. It is assumed that the depot has a 

sufficient supply of products that can cover all customers’ demands throughout the 

planning horizon. Moreover, the inventory is not allowed to become negative (fixed 

inventory) since the lowest inventory level is either fixed or equal to zero. With 

respect to the availability of information on customer demand, the proposed IRP 

model is deterministic since the demand is fully available to the supplier at the 

beginning of the planning horizon. 

Regarding the solution approach, a hybrid evolutionary optimization algorithm 

that combines a nature-inspired optimization algorithm (local search meta-heuristic), 

such as the Simulated Annealing Algorithm (SA), as well as a biologically-inspired 

optimization algorithm (population search meta-heuristic), that is, the Genetic 

Algorithm (GA), is presented to handle the problem. The SA is associated with the 

routing decisions (routing phase), while GA is related to the inventory allocation 

decisions (planning phase). A repetitive procedure, containing characteristics of both 

meta-heuristics, is applied to obtain a near-optimal feasible solution. In addition, IRP 

decisions are decisions over time and space, while the objective function represents 

the sum of transportation and inventory holding costs of the customers. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an overview 

of the state of the art in research on the Inventory Routing Problem. A problem 

description and mathematical formulation are presented in Section 3. The proposed 

solution approach is described and analyzed in detail in Section 4. Section 5 presents 

computational results, while in Section 6, conclusions and future directions are 

given. 

 

2. State of the Art 
Routing problems have attracted attention as a possible solution to many of the 

complex issues surrounding Supply Chain Management (ScM). In today’s economic 

environment, efficiency for firms is moving from an internal to a supply chain 

priority since the competition is not among them, but among their supply chains 

(Croom et al., 2000; Tan, 2001). As a consequence, the ultimate success of a firm 

depends on its ability to integrate and coordinate different supply chain activities 

within the supply chain network (Min and Zhou, 2002; Schmid et al., 2013). Routing 

problem (RP) is the generic name given to a whole class of problems in which 

transportation is necessary (Diaz-Parra et al., 2014). The issue of RPs can be 

addressed in two dimensions: (a) classical routing problems, such as the Traveling 

Salesman Problem (TSP) and the Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP), and (b) highly 
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relevant extensions of classical routing problems like the Inventory Routing Problem 

(IRP) and the Production Routing Problem (PRP). 

The TSP is the most basic routing problem and a typical model of the 

combinatorial optimization problems whose computation complexity is derived from 

non-polynomial time (NP-hard problem). In particular, the problem is to find the 

shortest route (minimum transportation cost) that starts from a depot, visits all 

customers exactly once, and returns to the depot (Flood, 1956). For a comprehensive 

review of the proposed solution approaches including exact Algorithm, heuristics 

and meta-heuristics, see Laporte (2010), Rego et al. (2011) and Arram et al. (2014). 

However, in transportation problems, customers usually have a demand, whereas the 

depot consists of a fleet of vehicles with limited and known capacity. This situation 

reflects the VRP (Dantzig and Ramser, 1959), which generalizes the Multiple 

Traveling Salesman Problem (m-TSP), i.e., the TSP with m vehicles (Bektas, 2006). 

A survey of the VRP literature as well as the most important exact solutions, 

classical and modern heuristics are presented by Cordeau et al. (2002), Eksioglu et 

al. (2009), Laporte (2009) and Potvin (2009). The Vehicle Routing Problem with 

Time Windows (VRPTW) is a generalization of the VRP involving the added 

complexity that every customer should be served within a given time window 

(Bräysy and Gendreau, 2005a; Bräysy and Gendreau, 2005b; El-Sherbeny, 2010).  

Furthermore, the IRP is an extension of the VRP, which integrates routing 

decisions with inventory control (Moin and Salhi, 2007; Andresson et al., 2010; 

Coelho et al., 2013; Archetti and Speranza, 2016). The problem arises in 

environments where VMI policies are employed, while the supplier decides the 

delivery times, the quantities and the vehicle routes at the same time. The main 

objective is to minimize the total transportation and inventory holding costs. From 

the perspective of the design of multi-echelon distribution networks, the work of 

Melachrinoudis et al. (2009) could be mentioned due to the usual one-to-many 

network topology of the IRPs. They presented a Voronoi diagram to design a two-

echelon distribution network. The proposed Voronoi diagram can systematically 

reduce the number of warehouse-customer assignments by exploiting its proximity 

relationships. Other works worth mentioning focus on the stochastic variant of the 

multi-echelon distribution networks. For instance, Nikzad et al. (2017) described a 

risk pooling strategy in order to reduce variability by aggregating customer demand 

across products, time, and location. Since order acceptance/rejection decisions are 

often decisions under uncertainty (demand uncertainty), Sujan et al. (2015) proposed 

a method to simultaneously quote the due date and the price of each incoming order 

when the contingent orders exist. 

The Inventory Routing Problem with Hard or Soft Time Windows 

(IRPTW/IRPSTW), which has not been excessively researched in the literature, is a 

generalization of the standard IRP involving the added complexity that every 

customer should be served within a given time window. Liu and Lee (2011) 

proposed a two-phase heuristic method for solving the IRPSTW. The first phase of 

the heuristic algorithm finds an initial solution based on a construction approach, 

while the second phase improves the initial solution by adopting a variable 

neighborhood tabu search algorithm. In addition, Zeng and Zhao (2010) represented 

the stochastic IRPSTW as a discrete time Markov decision process model and solved 

it by using dynamic programming approximations. Lappas et al. (2015a) presented a 

two-phase solution algorithm based on the Monte Carlo Simulation and the Genetic 
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Algorithm to solve the IRPTW. The first phase is related to the planning phase of the 

IRPTW, in which delivery times and quantities are determined by implementing the 

well-known inventory policy (s, S) for inventory management using the Monte Carlo 

Simulation. In the second phase, the Genetic Algorithm is applied to combine the 

customers into the vehicle routes by solving a VRPTW for a specific time period 

during the planning horizon. Some applications in the context of IRPTW/IRPSTW 

were presented by Zhang et al. (2013), Li et al. (2015) and Zhang et al. (2015). The 

IRPTW is obviously NP-hard, being a generalization of the IRP, which reduces to 

the TSP when the planning horizon is equal to a single period (e.g., one day); there 

are no inventory holding costs; all the customers need to be served but not in specific 

time windows; there is a single vehicle and transportation capacity is infinite 

(Bertazzi and Speranza, 2013; Lappas et al., 2015b; Lappas et al., 2015c) (Figure 1). 

 

 

Figure 1 NP-Hard Nature of the IRP 

 

The PRP is also a core problem that has to be solved specifically in a VMI 

replenishment system and can be assumed to be the generalization of the IRP. The 

vendor monitors the inventory levels of the customers, while production, inventory, 

distribution and routing decisions have to be made simultaneously. Actually, PRP 

combines the Lot-sizing Problem and the VRP. A large body of literature on PRP 

can be found. Chen and Vairaktarakis (2005) studied an integrated scheduling model 

of production and distribution operations. Liu et al. (2007) presented a solution 

approach to solve the integrated production and distribution problem in the context 

of a real chemical supply chain in North America, while Chen et al. (2009) proposed 

a nonlinear model to consider production scheduling and vehicle routing with time 

windows for perishable products. In addition, Savino et al. (2014) provided a very 

interesting approach to study a multiple-objective flow-shop modeling and 

scheduling problem by multi-agent system. Several formulations and Branch-and-

Cut Algorithm for multi-vehicle PRP were proposed by Adulyasak et al. (2014). 
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Moreover, heuristics (e.g., Mabrouk et al., 2010) and meta-heuristic (e.g., 

Staggemeier et al., 2002) approaches were studied. For a comprehensive review of 

this literature through the year 2015, see Chen (2004) and Adulyasak (2015). 

Several applications of the IRP have been found. The result of an analysis of the 

scientific literature led to the identification of six main paths of development in the 

overall field of the IRP: (1) maritime transportation (Ronen, 1993; Arga et al., 2013; 

Song and Furman, 2013; Hewitt et al., 2013; Arga et al., 2014; Papageorgiou et al., 

2014; Arga et al., 2015; Jiang and Grossmann, 2015; Hemmati et al., 2015; Arga et 

al., 2016a; Arga et al., 2016b; Hemmati et al., 2016), (2) industrial gas distribution 

(Bell et al., 1983; Goel et al., 2012; Ghiami et al., 2015; Shao et al., 2015; Singh et 

al., 2015; Goel et al., 2015; Andersson et al., 2016), (3) distribution of perishable 

goods (Federgruen and Zipkin, 1984; Federgruen et al., 1986; Le et al., 2013; Soysal 

et al., 2015; Mirzaei and Seifi, 2015; Soysal et al., 2016; Diabat et al., 2016), (4) fuel 

delivery (Popović et al., 2012), (5) medical waste collection (Nolz et al., 2014a; Nolz 

et al., 2014b) and medical drug distribution (Niakan and Rahimi, 2015), in addition 

to (6) distribution of agriculture products (Liao et al., 2013) and groceries (Mercer 

and Tao, 1996; Gaur and Fisher, 2004). 

The IRP research can be divided into three main streams. In the first stream, exact 

Algorithm have been proposed to solve the IRP. Some of the exact Algorithm that 

have been published through the year 2013 and that can solve an IRP are 

summarized by Coelho et al. (2013) and Coelho and Laporte (2013). The second 

stream of research contains approximation approaches. Due to the inability of the 

exact Algorithm to solve large-scale IRP instances, an impressive number of 

heuristics as well as meta-heuristics have been proposed. Constructive heuristics and 

improvement heuristics have been developed and presented by Abdelmaguid et al. 

(2009) for the IRP with backlogging. The proposed construction heuristic, called 

ETCH (Estimated Transportation Costs Heuristic), estimates a transportation cost 

value for each customer in each time period to facilitate a comparison between the 

transportation and the inventory holding and shortage costs. Due to the myopic 

nature of the ETCH and the fact that partial fulfillment of demand is not allowed, an 

improvement heuristic was proposed in order to overcome the above limitations. The 

improvement heuristic is based on the idea of exchanging customer delivery 

quantities between periods to allow transitions from a given solution to its 

neighborhood. More recently, Raa (2015) provided a multi-start two-phase heuristic 

solution method consisting of an insertion-based construction phase and an 

improvement phase for the Cyclic IRP, while Nambirajan et al. (2016) proposed a 

three-phase heuristic called CARE (Clustering, Allocation, Routing, Extended) for 

two-stage multi-product inventory routing problems with replenishments. 

Furthermore, several local search meta-heuristics such as Tabu Search (TS) 

(Archetti et al., 2012; Li et al., 2014; Qin et al., 2014), Greedy Randomized Adaptive 

Search Procedure (GRASP) (Guemri et al., 2016), Iterated Local Search (ILS) 

(Vansteenwegen and Mateo, 2014; Santos et al., 2016), Variable Neighborhood 

Search (VNS) (Mjirda et al., 2012; Mjirda et al., 2014, Mjirda et al., 2016) and 

Adaptive Large Neighborhood Search (ALNS) (Coelho et al., 2012a; Aksen et al., 

2014; Shirokikh and Zakharov, 2015) have been applied to the IRP. An alternative 

approach that combines simulation with heuristics has been presented by Juan et al. 

(2014), who described and used a “simheuristic” algorithm to solve the single-period 
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stochastic IRP with stock-outs. Their approach combines the Monde Carlo 

Simulation with the multi-start randomized heuristic. 

A number of population search meta-heuristics have been proposed for the 

solution of the IRP and its variants. Huang and Lin (2010) presented a modified ant 

colony optimization algorithm for multi-item IRPs with demand uncertainty. Tatsis 

et al. (2013) described the multiple suppliers, one retailer (many-to-one) IRP and 

proposed an ant-based optimization algorithm to solve the problem. In both papers, 

the main objective is to minimize the total transportation, inventory holding and 

backlogging costs. A hybrid heuristic method that integrates a Large Neighborhood 

Search (LNS) into Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) presented by Liu et al. (2015) 

to solve the Periodic IRP. In addition, Yang et al. (2015) applied indicator-based 

evolutionary Algorithm and swarm Algorithm to find an approximation to the Pareto 

front of the IRP. Evolutionary optimization Algorithm, such as GAs, have also been 

proposed to solve the IRP. This is particularly clear in the studies cited by 

Abdelmaguid and Dessouky (2006), Aziz and Moin (2007), Moin et al. (2011) Simić 

and Simić (2013), Shukla et al. (2013), Cho et al. (2013) and Park et al. (2016). 

The third stream of research is associated with mathheuristics, consisting of 

decomposition approaches (Campbell and Savelsbergh, 2004), improvement 

heuristics (Coelho et al., 2012b; Bertazzi et al., 2013; Guerrero et al., 2013; Archetti 

et al., 2014; Bertazzi et al., 2015) and column generation-based approaches 

(Aghezzaf et al., 2006). 

The research presented below represents an attempt to use local search and 

population search meta-heuristics to solve the IRP. The basic idea of the proposed 

approach is to combine a nature-inspired evolutionary optimization algorithm, such 

as the SA, and a biologically-inspired evolutionary optimization algorithm, that is, 

the GA, to handle the IRP. Therefore, a hybrid evolutionary optimization algorithm 

is proposed to solve the IRP. The SA is associated with the routing phase of the IRP, 

while the GA is related to the planning phase of the IRP. Both Algorithm are dealt 

with in an iterative way. 

The works most closely related to this paper are most likely those of Abdelmaguid 

and Dessouky (2006), Aziz and Moin (2007), Moin et al. (2011), Cho et al. (2013), 

and Park et al. (2016). Abdelmaguid and Dessouky (2006) introduced a genetic 

algorithm to solve the one-to-many type of the IRP with finite horizon. The objective 

function includes transportation costs as well as inventory holding and shortage costs 

on the end inventory positions. In particular, they designed a genetic representation 

in the form of a two-dimensional matrix based on the delivery schedule and 

addressed the vehicle routing part using the Clarke and Wright algorithm. In 

addition, a randomized version of a construction heuristic called ATCH 

(Approximate Transportation Costs Heuristic) was used to generate the initial 

random population, while suitable crossover and mutation operators were designed 

for the improvement phase of the genetic algorithm. In the studies by Aziz and Moin 

(2007) and Moin et al. (2011), the many-to-one type of IRP with finite horizon is 

addressed. Both transportation and inventory costs are considered, while a hybrid 

genetic algorithm combining a genetic algorithm (planning phase) and a simple 2-opt 

procedure (routing phase) is presented. Cho et al. (2013) proposed an adaptive 

genetic algorithm for the time dependent inventory routing problem considering the 

one-to-many network topology. This paper takes into account the effect of dynamic 

traffic conditions in an urban context, while the objective function consists of the 
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transportation, inventory holding and shortage costs at the end of the period 

inventory positions. More recently, Park et al. (2016) presented a genetic algorithm 

for the inventory routing problem with lost sales under a VMI strategy in a two-

echelon supply chain comprised of a single manufacturer and multiple retailers (one-

to-many network topology). The objective function consists of the transportation 

costs, the inventory holding cost of the manufacturer, the inventory holding costs of 

the retailers and the costs associated with lost sales. 

Most of the previous research has considered a one-to-many type of IRP in which 

the objective function includes shortage costs at the end of the period inventory 

positions. In addition, some of the previously reported research (e.g., Abdelmaguid 

and Dessouky, 2006; Aziz and Moin, 2007; Moin et al., 2011) has focused only on 

the planning phase of the IRP, while the routing phase has been addressed by simple 

heuristics such as the Clarke and Wright algorithm and the 2-opt algorithm. In this 

study, stock-outs are not allowed, while an emphasis is given to how a population-

based search meta-heuristic for the planning phase can be used in hybrid synthesis 

with a single-point search meta-heuristic for the routing phase of the problem. The 

computational study demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm and 

underscores the importance of integrating the inventory and vehicle routing 

decisions. Finally, this paper provides various graphical presentation formats to 

highlight the insights that are gained. In particular, the analytical results and graphic 

presentations help to simplify complicated issues and convey meaningful insights 

into the problem. 

 

3. Problem Description and Mathematical Formulation 
This section presents a modeling framework for formulating the IRP.Let         

be a complete undirected graph where           is the set of vertices and 

                    is the set of edges. Vertices       correspond to the 

customers, whereas vertex   corresponds to the supplier (depot). The model 

presented here deals with the repeated distribution of a single product from a single 

supplier to a set of geographically dispersed customers                 over a 

given time horizon of length  . The set of time horizons is denoted by         .  
Each customer     faces a different demand   

  per time period    , maintains 

his own inventory up to capacity   , and incurs an inventory holding cost of    per 

period per unit. It is assumed that the depot has a sufficient supply of items that can 

cover all customers’ demands throughout the planning horizon, that is,      . 

A nonnegative cost,     is associated with each edge         and represents the 

travel cost spent to go from vertex   to vertex         . Generally, the usage of the 

loop edge,       is not allowed, and this is imposed by defining        for all 

   . In addition, the cost matrix satisfies the triangle inequality:           . In 

other words, it is not convenient to deviate from the direct link between two vertices. 

Since   is a complete undirected graph, the cost matrix       is symmetric, and as a 

result,                . Vertices are associated with points of the plane having the 

given coordinates            . The cost     for each edge         is defined as the 

Euclidean distance between the two vertices      . Therefore, 

            
 
        

 
. 
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An unlimited fleet of identical vehicles with capacity   is available for the 

distribution of the product. The fleet of vehicles is denoted by the set   
       .However, to model the problem, an upper bound on the number of vehicles 

needed to distribute the products should be defined. A trivial upper bound on the 

maximum fleet size needed is          . A set of vehicle routes (one route for 

each vehicle) for the fleet of vehicles, based on the depot, must be determined for a 

set of customers in each time period   . Furthermore, the formulation uses the 

following decision variables 

    
 : The amount of delivery to customer     in period    participating in 

vehicle route   . 

     
 : The number of times the edge         is traversed by vehicle     in 

period    . Actually, this variable is a binary variable, equal to   if and only if 

vehicle     traverses edge         in period    . 

    
 : A binary variable that is used to assign customers to vehicles, with value   

indicating that customer     will be visited by vehicle     in period    , 

and   otherwise. 

   
 : A nonnegative variable indicating the inventory level at customer     at the 

end of period    . It should be mentioned that at the beginning of the planning 

horizon, each customer     has an initial inventory level of   
         of 

product. 

Moreover, stock-outs are not allowed at the customers, while the quantities 

delivered by each vehicle in each route cannot exceed the vehicle capacity. As far as 

the replenishment policy is concerned, a Maximum Level (ML) policy is applied. 

Therefore, any customer has defined a maximum inventory level. Every time a 

customer is served, the delivered quantity is such that the inventory level at the 

customer is not greater than the maximum level. After defining the necessary 

parameters and decision variables, the IRP can be formulated as a mixed integer 

linear programming as shown below. 

 

               
 

                       
 

         (1) 

Subject to:  

  
    

        
 

      
             (2) 

  
              (3) 

    
 

      
                       (4) 

    
 

        
             (5) 

   
       

                  (6) 
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                 (7) 

     
 

             
 

            
                  (8) 

      
 

            
 

          
                       (9) 

   
                    (10) 

    
                                 (11) 

    
                          (12) 

   
                        (13) 

 

The objective function (1) minimizes the total transportation and inventory costs. 

The transportation cost            is taken into account only if a vehicle     

traverses edge         in period     (i.e,     
   ). The inventory holding cost 

        takes place if only an inventory level in period     exists (i.e.,   
   ). 

Constraints (2) are the inventory balance equations for all the customers. For 

customer    , they define the inventory level at at the end of period     by its 

inventory level at the end of period     plus the amount of delivery to customer   
in period  , using a potential vehicle route    , minus the demand of customer   in 

period  . Constraints (3) guarantee that no stock-out occurs at any customer     

during the planning horizon, and constraints (4) limit the inventory level of the 

customers to the corresponding maximum inventory level (ML policy). Constraints 

(5) ensure that the vehicle capacities are not exceeded in any period     during the 

planning horizon.Namely, the total quantity delivered by a vehicle    in period 

   to a set of customers cannot be greater than its capacity . Constraints (6) 

impose the condition that if customer     is visited in period    , any quantity is 

delivered to the customer  is limited to the customer’s inventory capacity, and this 

bound is tightened by constraints (4). As a consequence, it is impossible to deliver to 

customer     quantity more than   . In addition, constraints (7) guarantee that a 

customer    can be visited exactly once in each period    . Therefore, in each 

period    , a customer     is associated only with one vehicle    , i.e., he 

belongs only to one vehicle route. Constraints (5), (8) and (9) are the routing 

constraints. They guarantee that feasible routes are determined to visit all customers 

served in period    . Analytically, constraints (8) ensure that if deliveries are made 

in period    , then the vehicle route travelled in period   has to contain one edge 

entering every vertex   of the route and one edge leaving every  . Constraints (9) 

corresponds to the well-known sub-tours elimination constraints of the VRP (Toth 

and Vigo, 2002), adding the time parameter of the problem. Finally, constraints (10), 

(11), (12) and (13) are the domain constraints. 
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4. Solution Approach 
Due to the NP-hard nature of the IRP, a hybrid evolutionary optimization algorithm 

based on two well-known meta-heuristics (Genetic Algorithm, Simulated Annealing 

Algorithm) is proposed to handle the problem. Since the IRP can be described as the 

combination of the Inventory Control and the Vehicle Routing Problems, the meta-

heuristics are used as follows: The Genetic Algorithm is related to the planning 

phase of the IRP (inventory control problem) determining delivery times and 

quantities, while the Simulated Annealing Algorithm is associated with the routing 

phase of the IRP (vehicle routing problem) determining routes. Both Algorithm are 

dealt with in an iterative way to define the re-optimization phase. Hence, a repetitive 

procedure is applied to obtain a near-optimal feasible solution. 

 

4.1 Planning Phase – A Genetic Algorithm Approach 

Genetic Algorithm (GAs) have been developed by John Holland and his 

collaborators at the University of Michigan in the 1970s (Holland, 1975). They are 

based on the principles of biological evolution and the natural selection process of 

the survival of the fittest. This process actually reflects an optimization process based 

on an initial, randomly generated, population of solutions (population-based meta-

heuristic). A solution is referred to as an individual, while its data structure 

representation corresponds to the chromosome or genotype. A chromosome consists 

of genes that represent the decision variables within a solution. One iteration of 

creating a new population through the optimization algorithm is called a generation. 

The population is maintained and evolved from generation to generation using 

genetic operators such as evaluation, reproduction (selection), recombination 

(crossover) and mutation. The fitness of each individual is associated with the 

evaluation function or the objective function, while the phenotype represents how an 

individual operates during the fitness assessment. 

Furthermore, a selection process allows parent solutions with high fitness to be 

selected from the current population. Then, crossover and mutation operators are 

applied to generate children (offspring). In particular, the crossover operator intends 

to inherit some characteristics (genes) of the two parents to generate the offspring, 

while the mutation operator represents a slight change to a single individual. The 

offspring compete with the parents for their place in the next generation (survival of 

the fittest), thus constructing the next population. In the following subsections, a 

detailed description of the developed genetic approach regarding the IRP is given. 

 

4.1.1 Illustrative Example 

An illustrative example is used to demonstrate key modeling features of the Genetic 

Algorithm Approach. To begin with, a small sample problem of a distribution system 

that comprises a single supplier and six customers can be considered to illustrate the 

proposed chromosome representation (Figure 2). 

The planning horizon is equal to six days. At the beginning of the planning 

horizon, all customers have zero inventory levels, whereas each customer has a daily 

demand. Stock-outs are not allowed, while inventory holding costs exist only at the 

demand points. Each customer has a sufficient maximum inventory level to satisfy 

his storage needs during the planning horizon. Furthermore, it is assumed that the 

supplier has a sufficient supply of products that can cover all customers’ demands 
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throughout the planning horizon. Table 1 provides information about the maximum 

inventory level as well as the inventory holding cost of each customer. 

 
Table 1 Inventory Information for the Illustrative Example 

Customer Inventory Holding Cost (per unit per period) Maximum Inventory Level 

1 0.4649 115 

2 0.3723 190 

3 0.3545 95 

4 0.4054 135 

5 0.4908 60 

6 0.1219 175 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 Illustrative Example 

 

A chromosome can be represented by a two-dimensional matrix with six rows and 

six columns (Table 2). 

S 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 
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The rows and the columns of the matrix correspond to the customers and the time 

periods of the planning horizon, respectively. Each cell of the matrix represents the 

total amount of product that should be delivered to a specific customer in a specific 

time period. For example, the total amount of product that should be delivered to 

customer 2 in day 3 is equal to 40. Since stock-outs are not allowed, it should be 

observed that each delivery quantity satisfies the current demand of the customer. If 

a delivery to a customer does not take place in a specific time period, the period’s 

demand is satisfied through the available inventory from a previous delivery. For 

instance, the delivery quantities of period 1 for Customer 2 are enough to satisfy the 

demands of Period 1 and 2, respectively (43 = 21 + 22). Therefore, for each customer 

(row of a matrix), the sum of delivery quantities is equal to the sum of customer 

demand during the planning horizon. 

 
Table 2 Chromosome Representation (Delivery Quantities Matrix) 

 Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 Period 4 Period 5 Period 6 

Customer 1 43 0 21 13 13 24 

Customer 2 74 0 40 55 0 21 

Customer 3 15 15 34 0 14 15 

Customer 4 26 42 0 23 21 22 

Customer 5 7 12 14 5 9 11 

Customer 6 29 87 0 0 34 24 

 

Based on a pre-defined population size, a random procedure is followed to 

generate the initial population. To begin with, each individual in the population is 

represented by a randomly generated binary matrix (Table 3). Each cell contains a 

1/0 value indicating whether a customer is visited in a specific time period. 

 
Table 3 Binary Matrix Representation 

 Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 Period 4 Period 5 Period 6 

Customer 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 

Customer 2 1 0 1 1 0 1 

Customer 3 1 1 1 0 1 1 

Customer 4 1 1 0 1 1 1 

Customer 5 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Customer 6 1 1 0 0 1 1 

 

Since at the beginning of the planning horizon all customers have zero initial 

inventory levels and stock-outs are not allowed, the first column of the binary matrix 

contains only 1-values. The remaining columns of the binary matrix are randomly 

generated. Below, an algorithm is presented that generates a binary matrix. 

 

Algorithm1. Generate a Binary Matrix 

Inputs:    (number of customers),    (number of periods) 

                   

                                                            
Output:             
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Analytically,      creates an   -by-  array of ones, while       creates an   -

by-       array of 1/0 values. Afterward, the algorithm combines the two arrays 

into one array to create the binary matrix that corresponds to an individual of the 

population. Given a population size,        , this procedure can be repeated to 

create the initial population (Algorithm 2). 

 

Algorithm 2. Generate a Population of Binary Matrices 

Inputs:              

                  

                  

         

Output:      (population of binary matrices) 

 

According to a binary matrix, a real-value matrix that consists of delivery 

quantities in each time period of the planning horizon can be easily produced 

(Algorithm 3). This two-dimensional matrix reflects the chromosome representation 

shown in Table 2. 

 

Algorithm 3. Produce Chromosome Representations of Population’s Individuals 

Inputs:   (demand matrix),      ,         

                  

                                    

         

Output:           

 

Given the customers’ demands during the planning horizon and their binary matrix 

representations, Algorithm 3 produces real-value matrices that reflect the initial 

population with respect to the assumption that stock-outs are not allowed. In 

particular, after each iteration,            creates a delivery quantity matrix 

according to the demand matrix of each customer and the relative binary matrix. As a 

result, after each iteration, an individual is added to the population. Moreover, based 

on a delivery quantity matrix, inventory levels and inventory holding costs of each 

customer can be easily determined, as shown in Tables 4 and 5, respectively. 

Analytically, Table 4 represents the inventory level   
  at each customer     

                        at the end of period                        . 
For example, according to Figure 2, Customer6’ demands are:                
                                   . Based on the sample individual 

(chromosome) of Table 2, Customer6 should be visited four times during the 

planning horizon by delivering the following quantities:               
                    . As a result, the inventory levels at Customer6 at the end 

of each time period of the planning horizon are:   
              

    
             

               
              

       
       

           . Therefore, for Customer6 there are only two 

inventory levels (  
       

    ). According to the objective function (1) the 

inventory costs related to these time periods are:                   and 

                , respectively. In addition, the total inventory cost associated 

with Customer6 is                       (Table 5).  
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Table 4 Inventory Level Matrix 

 Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 Period 4 Period 5 Period 6 

Customer 1 22 0 0 0 0 0 

Customer 2 38 0 0 27 0 0 

Customer 3 0 0 14 0 0 0 

Customer 4 0  29 0 0 0 0 

Customer 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Customer 6 0 58 39 0 0 0 

 
Table 5 Inventory Holding Cost Matrix 

 Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 Period 4 Period 5 Period 6 

Customer 1 10.2278 0 0 0 0 0 

Customer 2 14.1474 0 0 10.0521 0 0 

Customer 3 0 0 4.963 0 0 0 

Customer 4 0 11.7566 0 0 0 0 

Customer 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Customer 6 0 7.0702 4.7541 0 0 0 

 
Table 6 Single-point Crossover Operator 

 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 

C1 64 0 0 13 37 0 

C2 74 0 40 55 0 21 

C3 15 15 20 14 29 0 

C4 26 42 0 23 21 22 

C5 7 12 14 5 9 11 

C6 29 87 0 0 34 24 

Parent1 

 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 

C1 21 22 21 26 0 24 

C2 114 0 0 28 27 21 

C3 30 0 34 0 25 4 

C4 68 0 0 44 0 22 

C5 19 0 19 0 9 11 

C6 29 48 0 39 34 24 

Parent2 

 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 

C1 64 0 0 13 37 0 

C2 74 0 40 55 0 21 

C3 15 15 20 14 29 0 

C4 68 0 0 44 0 22 

C5 19 0 19 0 9 11 

C6 29 48 0 39 34 24 

Offspring1 

 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 

C1 21 22 21 26 0 24 

C2 114 0 0 28 27 21 

C3 30 0 34 0 25 4 

C4 26 42 0 23 21 22 

C5 7 12 14 5 9 11 

C6 29 87 0 0 34 24 

Offspring2 

 

An important issue is the choice of an appropriate fitness function that determines 

the selection criterion in the IRP. The fitness quantifies the optimality of a solution 

(i.e., a chromosome) in the proposed hybrid evolutionary algorithm so that a 

particular chromosome may be ranked against all the other chromosomes. Therefore, 

optimal chromosomes are allowed to breed and mix their genes by any of several 
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techniques, producing a new generation that will be even better. For the IRP, it is 

assumed that candidate solutions with lower total costs (inventory holding costs plus 

transportation costs) imply better solutions. Since the IRP is a minimization problem, 

the fitness for each chromosome is defined as follows: 

        
 

           
 

                       
 

      
. Therefore, each individual has a 

probability of being selected that is proportional to its fitness. The higher the 

individual’s fitness is, the more likely it is to be selected. In this context, the roulette-

wheel selection approach is adopted as the selection process. 

 

Algorithm 4. Roulette-Wheel Selection 

Inputs:                                         

                 
         
    

                                                      
                     

              

                                  

           

             

Output:        

 

 Algorithm 4 shows how to select a parent from a population of         

individuals. To keep the population size constant across generations, suitable pairs of 

mates are picked. The goal is to select every time two parents to produce two 

offspring. This process is repeated until the population of offspring is the same as the 

population of parents. 

Since two parents are selected, a crossover operator can be applied. For the 

reported chromosome representation, a single-point crossover operator as well as a 

double-point crossover operator has been designed and can be used randomly to 

produce two offspring. The two-dimensional matrix structure can be broken 

horizontally considering that delivery quantities for a selected set of customers will 

be exchanged between two parent solutions. Hence, the crossover point is relevant to 

a specific row of the two-dimensional matrix. 

Based on the two-dimensional matrix structure, the single-point crossover 

indicates that one crossover position (i.e., a specific row of the matrix) is selected 

uniformly at random and the rows are exchanged between the individuals about this 

point. Then, two new offspring are produced. Consider the example of Table 6. 

Parent 1 and Parent 2 represent two individuals. Each individual is a delivery 

quantities matrix. The third row of the two-dimensional matrix structure is 

considered as the crossover point. The crossover operator is based on exchanging the 

delivery schedules between the two parents. Namely, all data beyond that crossover 

point (i.e., rows 4, 5 and 6 which correspond to customer 4, 5 and 6, respectively) in 

either parent is swapped between the two parents. As a result, Parent 1 and Parent 2 

exchange rows 4, 5 and 6 with each other, thus producing two offspring. Offspring1 

contains the delivery schedules related to customers 1, 2 and 3 from Parent1 and the 

delivery schedules related to customer 4, 5 and 6 from Parent2. Similarly, Offspring2 

contains the delivery schedules related to customers 1, 2 and 3 from Parent2 and the 

delivery schedules related to customers 4, 5 and 6 from Parent1. It is worth noting 
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that the delivery schedules for each customer defined in parents will remain 

unchanged in the resultant offspring (Offspring1 and Offspring2).  

The algorithm that shows the functionality of the single-point crossover operator is 

presented below (Algorithm 5). Assuming that two parents are selected,           

and           from a given population,           , a crossover point is randomly 

generated from         , where    is the given number of customers. Since the 

crossover point is known, two offspring are produced. The first offspring,   , as well 

as the second one,   , maintain the first C          rows of    and   , respectively. 

In addition, the remaining rows of   ,                  , are copied to   , 

while the remaining rows of    are copied to   . Furthermore, to guarantee the 

continuity of the process, the relative binary matrices for    and    are produced, 

called        and  
  , respectively. 

 

Algorithm 5. Single-Point Crossover 

Inputs:                                        

                           

                                     
                                       

             
  

             
                                                           

                                                           

   
                                                     

   
                                                     

Outputs:        
     

   

 

In the double-point crossover operator, two crossover positions are selected 

uniformly at random and the rows are exchanged between the individuals between 

these points. Then, two new offspring are produced. Consider the following example. 

 
Table 7 Double-point Crossover Operator 

 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 

C1 64 0 0 13 37 0 

C2 74 0 40 55 0 21 

C3 15 15 20 14 29 0 

C4 26 42 0 23 21 22 

C5 7 12 14 5 9 11 

C6 29 87 0 0 34 24 

Parent1 

 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 

C1 21 22 21 26 0 24 

C2 114 0 0 28 27 21 

C3 30 0 34 0 25 4 

C4 68 0 0 44 0 22 

C5 19 0 19 0 9 11 

C6 29 48 0 39 34 24 

Parent2 

 

 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 

C1 64 0 0 13 37 0 

C2 74 0 40 55 0 21 

C3 30 0 34 0 25 4 

C4 68 0 0 44 0 22 

C5 7 12 14 5 9 11 

C6 29 87 0 0 34 24 

Offspring1 

 

 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 

C1 21 22 21 26 0 24 

C2 114 0 0 28 27 21 

C3 15 15 20 14 29 0 

C4 26 42 0 23 21 22 

C5 19 0 19 0 9 11 

C6 29 48 0 39 34 24 

Offspring2 
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This example depicts two crossover positions, row 2 and row 5. Therefore, rows 3 

and 4 of the Parent 1,   , are copied to the Offspring 2,   , while rows 3 and 4 of the 

Parent 2,   , are copied to the Offspring 1,   . Analogous to the simple-point 

crossover operator, an algorithm of the double-point crossover operator is presented 

below (Algorithm 6). 

 

Algorithm 6. Double-Point Crossover 

Inputs:                                        

                           

                                      
                                       
                                                         

               b             

                                       
             

  
             

                                         

                                        

   
                                   

  
                                   

Outputs:        
     

   

 

After the crossover, an individual is subjected to mutation. In particular, the 

mutation prevents the algorithm from being trapped in a local minimum. Therefore, 

through the crossover, a current solution is exploited to find better ones, whereas the 

mutation is supposed to help to explore the whole search space. In the context of the 

proposed solution approach, the mutation operator presented by Abdelmaguid and 

Dessouky (2006), called the backward delivery exchange, is adopted. The backward 

delivery exchange process is chosen due to the restriction that stock-outs are not 

allowed. Accordingly, part of a customer’s delivery amount can be transferred only 

to a preceding period. Table 8 illustrates an example of using the backward delivery 

exchange operator. 

 
Table 8 Backward Delivery Exchange Operator 

 Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 Period 4 Period 5 Period 6 

Customer 1 43 0 21 13 13 24 

Customer 2 74 0 40 55 0 21 

Customer 3 15 15 34 0 14 15 

Customer 4 26 42 0 23 21 22 

Customer 5 7 12 22 14 4 5 9 11 

Customer 6 29 87 0 0 34 24 

 

The example shows that the delivery quantity for Customer 5 scheduled in period 

3 is reduced by 10 units, and this amount is transferred to period 2. 
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Algorithm 7. Backward Delivery Exchange Operator 

Input:   (child solution) 

                                                                

                     

                                
                            

                                
          

                                               

                                   
                                      

                                 
                                     

                                          

                                                  

                                               

         

       

Output:  (child solution after mutation) 

 

Below, the algorithm of the backward delivery exchange operator is presented 

(Algorithm 7). An important parameter in the mutation process is the mutation 

probability,             , which decides how often parts of a chromosome will be 

mutated. Since a mutation takes place, a random integer,       , is generated in 

the interval from      , where    indicates the number of the customers. Then, for 

       times, the following process is repeated. A period,        , is selected 

randomly. If no deliveries are scheduled for this period,         is re-generated 

randomly. Afterwards,      returns the customers,         , that are scheduled to 

be visited in the         time period of the planning horizon. A customer, 

           , from          is randomly selected and his scheduled delivery 

amount,     , is saved. Next, the amount that could be transferred to a preceding 

period,       , is randomly selected in the interval from         . From previous 

periods where a customer has scheduled deliveries, the nearest period,        , is 

selected to transfer        units of product. Subsequently, the scheduled delivery 

quantity in period         is reduced by        units, and this amount is 

transferred to period        . 

 

4.2 Routing Phase – A Simulated Annealing Algorithm Approach 

Since the Genetic Algorithm focuses only on the planning phase by determining the 

delivery times and quantities, the vehicle routes should be constructed. The routing 

phase is related to the usage of a Simulated Annealing Algorithm for solving a 

vehicle routing problem for each time period of the planning horizon where delivery 

quantities have been scheduled. The Simulated Annealing Algorithm is a nature-

inspired optimization algorithm introduced by Kirkpatrick et al. (1983). Contrary to 

Genetic Algorithm, it is a single-individual stochastic algorithm, as it does not 

involve a population of candidate solutions. The algorithm mimics the annealing 

process of heating and cooling a material in order to re-crystallize it (Talbi, 2009). In 

particular, the annealing process starts with an initial system state at a very high 
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temperature, which is slowly decreased to obtain a strong crystalline structure. The 

strength of the structure depends on the rate of decrease, which is subjected to a 

cooling process until it converges to an equilibrium state (steady frozen state). 

However, to reach an equilibrium state at each temperature, a number of sufficient 

transitions must be applied. 

Similarly, the Simulated Annealing algorithm (Algorithm 8) consists of two 

cycles, the external and the internal cycle. The algorithm begins with an initial 

feasible solution,   , and a high temperature      and proceeds in       iterations 

(external cycle). Then, the algorithm proceeds in        iterations (internal cycle). 

Throughout the internal cycle, the temperature is constantly trying to converge to an 

equilibrium state at the end of        iterations. At each iteration of the internal 

cycle, a neighboring solution,  , is generated by perturbing the current solution. A 

cost function,               , exists to measure the quality of each solution. If the 

cost of the neighboring solution,                , is less than the cost of the 

current solution,                 , it is accepted. Otherwise, it is accepted with 

probability  
  

 , where   is a control parameter (temperature) and    represents the 

difference in the objective value between the current solution and the generated 

neighboring solution. The control parameter   is decreased gradually through the 

external cycle. The temperature is updated using a geometric schedule that 

corresponds to the formula          , where            . Therefore, as the 

algorithm progresses, the probability that a non-improving generated neighboring 

solution is accepted decreases. The set of parameters related to the high value of 

control parameter (temperature),     , the rate of decrease (cooling rate),      , 

and the stopping condition of the internal (       iterations) as well as external 

cycle (       iterations) of the algorithm is called the annealing (cooling) 

schedule. 

In terms of the optimization process, the annealing schedule controls the transition 

from the exploration to the exploitation. Particularly, at the beginning of the 

algorithm, the temperature has a high value, which is decreased until a final 

temperature is reached. This final temperature is typically close to zero. As a 

consequence, at the beginning of the algorithm, the exploration is high and the 

exploitation is low, while at the end of the algorithm, the exploitation is high and the 

exploration is low. The main objective is to obtain a balance between exploration 

and exploitation to sufficiently explore the search space and simultaneously exploit 

good solutions. 

Assume an individual in a population obtained by the planning phase described in 

section 4.1. The Simulated Annealing algorithm should be applied to each time 

period of the planning horizon where scheduled delivery quantities exist (Table 9). 

Path representation is the most natural way of representing the routes of a VRP. 

Since a VRP consists of one or more routes, the length of each path is variable. On 

account of this, a dynamic variable,  , can be used to represent the solution of the 

VRP.   Contains all the routes of a specific time period of the planning horizon. For 

instance, in the first time period                   , where (a)      
                   is the first route, (b)                         is the second 

route and (c)                       is the third route. The zero value in each row 

vector represents the supplier, while the other numbers represent the customers. 
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Algorithm 8. Simulated Annealing Algorithm 

Inputs:                         

                                             

           

                 

      

                  

                                                  

                                          

         

        

                                       

             

             
  

                  

          

         

            

                  

           

Output: best solution found 

 
Table 9 Solving a VRP Problem at Each Time Period of the Planning Horizon 

 Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 Period 4 Period 5 Period 6 

Customer 1 64 0 0 26 0 24 

Customer 2 36 38 68 0 44 4 

Customer 3 30 0 20 43 0 0 

Customer 4 39 0 52 0 43 0 

Customer 5 19 0 39 0 0 0 

Customer 6 58 0 116 0 0 0 

Customer 7 23 0 17 8 23 0 

Customer 8 110 0 0 25 0 0 

Customer 9 30 0 0 0 17 0 

Customer 10 10 13 0 13 4 0 

Customer 11 19 21 0 0 0 0 

Customer 12 34 0 52 0 0 0 

Customer 13 14 0 14 0 16 0 

Customer 14 51 0 0 69 0 0 

Customer 15 38 0 0 7 18 0 

 VRP VRP VRP VRP VRP VRP 

 

In order to generate an initial solution to start solving a VRP with Simulated 

Annealing algorithm, a random approach is followed,                          . 

The approach iterates over a pre-defined list of customers that will be visited in a 
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specific time period according to the planning phase. The algorithm (Algorithm 9) 

proceeds as follows. If there are   customers in the pre-defined list, a customer is 

selected randomly to start creating a route. Each route corresponds to a specific 

vehicle of a fleet with capacity  . Moreover, each customer who is added in a route 

should have delivery quantity,                   , such that it does not exceed the 

vehicle’s capacity,   , whereas this customer is excluded from the list since he is 

associated with a specific route. If a customer’s delivery quantity is greater than the 

remaining vehicle’s capacity,   , a new route is designed that is related to a new 

vehicle with capacity     . Finally, the combination of the routes construct the 

random initial non-optimal feasible solution,   , of the VRP. 

 

Algorithm 9. Generate an Initial VRP Solution 

Inputs:                  

                                       

           

                                                             
                            

                            

                                              

                            

                                             

                               

         

      

                  

                                             

                               

        

          

         

Output:                   

 

The objective of the Simulated Annealing algorithm is to minimize the cost 

associated with all proposed routes of a specific time period of the planning horizon. 

Therefore, if a solution   consists of   routes, the cost function,             , is 

equal to:            
   
   . 

At each iteration of the internal cycle of the Simulated Annealing algorithm, a 

neighboring solution, , is generated by perturbing the current solution, 

                              (Algorithm 10). The generation of the 

neighboring solution is based on a random selection among three inter-route 

improvement Algorithm: (a) the move improvement algorithm, (b) the swap 

improvement algorithm and (c) the cyclic improvement algorithm. The three 

Algorithm attempt to reduce the total route length by moving one or more customers 

to a different route. It is worth noting that a move is feasible if the demand of the 

moved customer does not violate the vehicle capacity on the route it is moved to. All 

of the Algorithm are analytically described by Goetschalckx (2011). 
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Algorithm 10. Generate a Neighboring Solution 

Input:   

                                      
                                 

                                 

                                   

Output:                

 

Re-optimization Phase – A Hybrid Approach 

Both approaches that are presented in sections 4.1 (Genetic Algorithm) and 4.2 

(Simulated Annealing) are dealt with in an iterative way, thus constructing a hybrid 

evolutionary optimization algorithm (Algorithm 11) that is related to a re-

optimization phase. Hence, a repetitive procedure is applied to obtain a near-optimal 

feasible solution. The algorithm starts by creating the IRP model based on a specific 

IRP data set,            . Then, Algorithm 2 is called to generate an initial 

population of         individuals as far as the random binary matrices are 

concerned. Algorithm 3 is called to generate the population of the genetic algorithm 

based on the random binary matrices. Since an initial population has been 

constructed, a population of VRP problems is created. Each element of the 

population consists of a set of VRPs that correspond to each time period of the 

planning horizon of each individual of the genetic algorithm population. 

Consequently, for each individual of the population, Algorithm 8 is used to solve a 

VRP problem for each time period of the planning horizon where scheduled delivery 

quantities exist. Since the delivery quantities and times as well as the VRP solutions 

are available for each individual of the population, respective populations containing 

information about the inventory levels,      , the inventory costs,       , and 

the vehicle routing costs,         , can be created. In addition, the total 

inventory routing cost is calculated for each individual of the population since 

       and          are available. With respect to the minimum inventory 

routing cost, the best individual of the population is selected,           , whereas 

the population is sorted. 

After initialization, the algorithm proceeds as follows. For each generation, an 

internal cycle takes place to produce the offspring. At each iteration of the internal 

cycle, two parents are selected according to their fitness using Algorithm 4. 

Algorithm 5 or Algorithm 6 is used randomly to apply a crossover operator to 

produce two offspring. For each offspring, a mutation operator may be applied using 

Algorithm 7. After the internal cycle, a new population has been created consisting 

of both parents,           , and offspring,              . Furthermore, to avoid 

duplicate individuals, a procedure called                        is applied. This 

procedure uses Algorithm 7, applying the proposed mutation operator to duplicate 

individuals. Afterward, the new best IRP solution,            , is calculated and 

compared with the previous best IRP solution,           . If the second solution is 

better, it is accepted. Otherwise, the new population is sorted and only the first 

        individuals are selected to keep the population size constant from one 

generation to the next. 
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Algorithm 11. Hybrid Evolutionary Optimization Algorithm 

Inputs:                                          

                                                        

                    

                                 

                                                        

                                                                    

                                 

                                         

                                                                
                                                                      

                           

                   

                    

                                        

                                   

                                                  

                  

                   

       

                   

         

                                        

         

                                     
                                

                                                        

         

                                  

                                                         

                                

                                    

                                 

                                         

                                                                 
                              

                         

        

                                           
                            

                                      

                                 

        

        

Output:            

 

Based on the example presented in Section 4.2., Table 10 presents the routes that 

take place in each time period of the planning horizon. If the number of generations 

is increased (e.g., 100 instead of 50), then a better solution is obtained (Table 11). 
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Table 10 Cost Information and Routes for the Sample Problem – 50 Generations 

Routes of Period 1 Routes of Period 2 Routes of Period 3 

Route 1: 0-2-13-8-3-10-0 

Route 2: 0-4-11-15-12-1-0 

Route 3: 0-6-7-9-14-5-0 

Route 1: 0-2-10-11-0 
Route 1: 0-2-3-12-4-0 

Route 2: 0-6-13-7-5-0 

Routes of Period 4 Routes of Period 5 Routes of Period 6 

Route 1: 0-1-10-15-3-8-7-14-0 Route 1: 0-7-9-13-2-10-15-4-0 Route 1: 0-2-1-0 

Total VRP Cost Total Inventory Control Cost Total IRP Cost 

736.7608 245.1916 981.9524 

 
Table 11 Cost Information and Routes for the Sample Problem – 100 Generations 

Routes of Period 1 Routes of Period 2 Routes of Period 3 

Route 1: 0-5-14-9-13-2-6-0 

Route 2: 0-1-3-8-7-0 

Route 3: 0-4-11-15-12-10-0 

Route 1: 0-6-7-2-0 

Route 2: 0-4-15-0 
Route 1: 0-2-8-13-9-14-5-0 

Routes of Period 4 Routes of Period 5 Routes of Period 6 

Route 1: 0-1-10-3-2-7-5-6-0 Route 1: 0-2-7-9-14-5-0 Route 1: 0-6-8-3-12-1-0 

Total VRP Cost Total Inventory Control Cost Total IRP Cost 

711.8943 231.7815 943.6758 

 

5. Computational Experiments and Results 
This section presents the computational results of the proposed hybrid evolutionary 

optimization algorithm described in Section 4. The algorithm was developed in the 

MATLAB programming language and executed on a DELL personal computer with 

an Intel® Core™ i3-2120, clocked at 3.30 GHz, a microprocessor with 4 GB of 

RAM memory under the operating system Microsoft Windows 7 Professional. As 

mentioned in Section 2, new benchmark instances were designed. Consequently, the 

efficiency and the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm cannot be compared to 

other published IRP studies using benchmark instances previously introduced. This 

is due to the differentiated manner in which the proposed algorithm operates based 

on the assumptions presented in Section 2 and 3, respectively. However, this section 

validates the evolutionary algorithm and then evaluates its performance by 

comparing the algorithm’s solutions with solutions obtained by solving a VRP 

problem for each time period of the planning horizon based on the known demands 

(the planning phase is ignored). The algorithm has been tested on a newly introduced 

set of 18 IRP benchmark instances described in the following. All benchmark 

instances and their computational results are available at 

http://www.msl.aueb.gr/files/GaSaIRP.zip. 

 

5.1 Set of Benchmark Instances and Parameter Setting 

New datasets have been developed by generalizing the well-known dataset P of 

Augerat et al. (1998). These datasets are divided into two classes. The first class 

(Class A) contains the instances with planning horizon     time periods (days) 

and a high inventory holding cost of the customers,                 . The 

second class (Class B) contains the instances with planning horizon     time 

periods (days) and low inventory holding costs of the customers, 
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                  . The datasets are named in the form of “IRP_nX_pY_HC” 

(first class) or “IRP_nX_pY_LC” (second class) strings, where “X” stands for the 

number of customers and “Y” stands for the number of time periods. For instance, 

the problem IRP_n15_p6_HC represents a test problem with 15 customers, a 

planning horizon of 6 days and high inventory holding costs at the customers. 

Different problem sizes, based on the total number of customers, were designed in 

each class. Class A contains problems with 15, 20, 22, 39, 44, 50, 54, 59, 64, 69, 75 

and 100 customers, while the Class B contains problems with 15, 20, 22, 39, 44 and 

50 customers. Vertex coordinates are kept the same as in the study by Augerat et al. 

(1998). The distance matrix is obtained by calculating the Euclidean distances 

(symmetric cost matrix). Demand exists for each customer at each time period of the 

planning horizon. Customer demand at each time period was generated according to 

the Poisson distribution,           , where   is the rate parameter. For each 

customer, the rate parameter is equal to his demand in the single-period VRP 

problem of Augerat et al. (1998). An unlimited fleet of identical vehicles with 

capacity   is available for the distribution of the product. The vehicle capacity varies 

from 200 to 300 units of product. At the beginning of the planning horizon, all 

customers have zero inventory levels. Each customer has a sufficient maximum 

inventory level to satisfy his storage needs during the planning horizon. Namely, for 

each customer    ,    
    

      . Finally, the supplier has a sufficient supply of 

products that can cover customers’ demands throughout the planning horizon. 

The proposed hybrid evolutionary algorithm has seven parameters to be set. Four 

of the parameters are associated with the Simulated Annealing algorithm. 

     Determines the initial value of the temperature.       and       are the 

maximum number of iterations for the external and internal cycle, respectively. In 

addition,       reflects the cooling rate of the geometric schedule. The other three 

parameters are related to the Genetic Algorithm. Particularly,         defines the 

size of the population,        sets the maximum number of generations (i.e., 

maximum number of iterations), while              corresponds to the mutation 

rate. Based on the minimal cost criterion, the value of each parameter is determined 

after some experiments in the context of the VRP and the Inventory Control 

Problem, respectively. The values of the above parameters for each instance are 

presented in Table 12. 
 

Table 12 Parameters of the Hybrid Evolutionary Optimization Algorithm 

Instance                                                      

Class A Instances 

IRP_n15_p6_HC 100 1500 100 0.98 10 (20) 50 (100) 0.08 

IRP_n20_p6_HC 100 1500 100 0.98 10 50 0.08 

IRP_n22_p6_HC 100 1500 100 0.98 10 50 0.08 

IRP_n39_p6_HC 100 1500 100 0.98 10 50 0.08 

IRP_n44_p6_HC 100 1500 100 0.98 10 50 0.08 

IRP_n50_p6_HC 100 1500 100 0.98 10 50 0.08 

IRP_n54_p6_HC 100 1500 100 0.98 10 (20) 50 (70) 0.08 

IRP_n59_p6_HC 100 1500 100 0.98 10 50 0.08 

IRP_n64_p6_HC 100 1500 100 0.98 10 50 0.08 
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IRP_n69_p6_HC 100 1500 100 0.98 10 50 0.08 

IRP_n75_p6_HC 100 1500 100 0.98 10 (20) 50 (70) 0.08 

IRP_n100_p6_HC 100 1500 100 0.98 10 (20) 50 (70) 0.08 

Class B Instances 

IRP_n15_p6_LC 100 1500 100 0.98 10 50 0.08 

IRP_n20_p6_LC 100 1500 100 0.98 10 50 0.08 

IRP_n22_p6_LC 100 1500 100 0.98 10 50 0.08 

IRP_n39_p6_LC 100 1500 100 0.98 10 50 0.08 

IRP_n44_p6_LC 100 1500 100 0.98 10 50 0.08 

IRP_n50_p6_LC 100 1500 100 0.98 10 50 0.08 

 

5.2 Results 

This section presents the computational results for the 12 and 6 instances of Class A 

and B, respectively. Since the algorithm cannot be compared to other published IRP 

studies, the best solution obtained from the proposed algorithm (   ) is compared to 

the best solution obtained if the planning phase is ignored (     ). In the 

aftermath of ignoring the planning phase, a VRP problem needs to be solved for each 

day of the planning horizon according to daily demand. The proposed Simulated 

Annealing algorithm for the routing phase is then used to solve a daily VRP problem 

through the planning horizon. To compare the results, the following gap percentage 

formula is used:                           
 

        
    . The          

corresponds to the solution obtained by solving the daily VRPs according to the 

known daily demands, while the        determines the solution obtained by applying 

the proposed hybrid evolutionary optimization algorithm. Since the        is 

compared with the         , a positive gap means that the          is 

outperformed. The computational results obtained are summarized in Table 13 (Class 

A instances) and 14 (Class B instances). For the       problem, the total vehicle 

routing cost is presented, whereas for the     problem, the total cost is separated in 

terms of its transportation and inventory cost. In addition, the last column of the table 

shows the gap between the two problems reflecting the respective relative error. 

Based on Table 13, it can be concluded that better solutions are obtained when the 

planning phase is considered. The ability of each customer to have storage enables a 

significant decrease in the vehicle routing cost, reducing the total number of routes 

during the planning horizon. For 8 of the 12 instances, the evolutionary algorithm 

provides better solutions with gaps in the interval of          percent to         

percent. It should not pass unnoticed that even in cases where the       provides 

better solutions, a change in parameters of the evolutionary algorithm, such as 

population size and maximum number of generations (see Table 4), results in a gap 

improvement. Specifically, for the first, the eleventh and the twelfth instance of 

Class A, the gap was improved by    ,        and        , respectively. In 

particular, in the last case, the improvement of the gap was such that the best solution 

of the instance was improved significantly. Despite the better solution obtained from 

the      , the change in the parameters led to the evolutionary algorithm 

providing an even better solution. 
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Table 13 Experimental Results (First Class of Instances) 

Instance 

p-VRP IRP 
p-VRP – 

IRP 

Vehicle Routing 

Cost 

Vehicle Routing 

Cost 

Inventory 

Holding Cost 
Total Cost Gap (%) 

IRP_n15_p6_HC 1141.4608 
736.7608 245.1916 981.9524 -13.9741 

711.8943 231.7815 943.6758 -17.3274 

IRP_n20_p6_HC 1313.139 947.7804 323.2335 1271.0139 -3.2080 

IRP_n22_p6_HC 1348.1933 1073.4663 245.6849 1319.1511 -2.1542 

IRP_n39_p6_HC 2481.3249 1638.3222 648.6909 2287.0132 -7.8310 

IRP_n44_p6_HC 2832.1262 1311.7218 743.3693 2055.0912 -27.4365 

IRP_n50_p6_HC 2934.1541 1546.7005 780.6426 2327.3431 -20.6810 

IRP_n54_p6_HC 2991.2924 
1931.812 964.661 2896.4729 -3.1669 

2281.1826 801.8551 3083.0377 3.0671 

IRP_n59_p6_HC 3472.2657 2560.0989 958.1427 3518.2415 1.3241 

IRP_n64_p6_HC 3707.7601 2691.5032 1143.1868 3834.69 3.4234 

IRP_n69_p6_HC 4014.4543 3015.5997 1215.7251 4231.3248 5.4022 

IRP_n75_p6_HC 3923.5927 
3029.7364 1208.7383 4238.4747 8.0253 

2930.6974 1190.7582 4121.4556 5.0429 

IRP_n100_p6_HC 4854.3807 
3791.122 1190.755 4981.877 2.6264 

3645.1169 1188.8117 4833.9286 -0.4213 

 

Furthermore, Table 14 shows the computational results related to the instances of 

Class B. As can be observed, in all cases, the evolutionary algorithm provides better 

solutions than the      , with gaps in the interval of          percent to 

         percent. The results indicate that if a small inventory holding cost is 

applied to each customer, better solutions can be obtained, significantly reducing the 

total vehicle routing cost and designating the importance of integrating supply chain 

activities. 

 
Table 14 Experimental Results (Second Class of Instances) 

Instance 

p-VRP IRP 
p-VRP – 

IRP 

Vehicle Routing 

Cost 

Vehicle Routing 

Cost 

Inventory 

Holding Cost 
Total Cost Gap (%) 

IRP_n15_p6_LC 1141.4608 664.3223 25.0305 689.3528 -39.6078 

IRP_n20_p6_LC 1313.139 774.6633 36.3499 811.0132 -38.2386 

IRP_n22_p6_LC 1348.1933 986.0693 26.7627 1012.832 -24.8749 

IRP_n39_p6_LC 2481.3249 1406.3136 63.409 1469.7226 -40.7686 

IRP_n44_p6_LC 2832.1262 1428.9866 73.6921 1502.6787 -46.9417 

IRP_n50_p6_LC 2934.1541 1276.7132 191.8418 1468.555 -49.9496 
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To illustrate in more detail the behavior of the proposed algorithm, more 

information is presented about the vehicles (number of routes) used in each time 

period of the planning horizon in Tables 15 and 16. 

 
Table 15 Number of Vehicles used during the Planning Horizon (First Class of Instances) 

Instance 

p-VRP  IRP  

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 
No. of 

Routes 
P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 

No. of 

Routes 

IRP_n15_p6_HC 2 2 2 2 2 2 12 
3 1 2 1 1 1 9 

3 2 1 1 1 1 9 

IRP_n20_p6_HC 2 2 2 2 2 2 12 4 2 1 2 1 1 11 

IRP_n22_p6_HC 2 2 2 2 2 2 12 4 2 1 2 2 1 12 

IRP_n39_p6_HC 3 3 3 3 3 3 18 6 2 3 2 1 1 15 

IRP_n44_p6_HC 3 3 3 3 3 3 18 14 0 1 1 0 0 16 

IRP_n50_p6_HC 3 3 3 3 3 3 18 16 0 2 1 1 0 20 

IRP_n54_p6_HC 4 4 4 4 4 4 24 
16 2 3 1 1 1 24 

7 4 4 3 4 2 24 

IRP_n59_p6_HC 4 4 4 5 4 4 25 8 4 4 5 3 2 26 

IRP_n64_p6_HC 5 5 5 5 5 4 29 12 5 5 3 2 1 28 

IRP_n69_p6_HC 5 5 5 5 5 5 30 9 6 4 4 4 3 30 

IRP_n75_p6_HC 5 5 5 5 5 5 30 
11 5 5 4 4 3 32 

10 5 5 5 3 3 31 

IRP_n100_p6_HC 6 6 5 5 6 6 34 
9 6 5 5 6 3 34 

11 5 5 5 5 3 34 

 

Both tables show that the maximum number of vehicles is used mainly at the 

initial time periods of the planning horizon. This can be explained (a) by the fact that 

the inventory level of each customer is equal to zero at the beginning of the planning 

horizon and (b) by the usage of the backward delivery exchange mutation operator. 

Actually, the operator satisfies constraint (3), thus avoiding any stock-out. However, 

it is interesting to observe that with higher inventory holding costs (Table 13), the 

optimal solution visits customers more frequently. Furthermore, if low-inventory 

holding costs (Table 14) are applied to the customers, a decrease in the number of 

times a customer is visited during the planning horizon can be observed since most 

of the delivery quantities are scheduled at the initial time periods. On the other hand, 

in the context of the p-VRP, the number of vehicles is nearly the same, as a specific 

VRP problem should be solved on a daily basis. 

 
Table 16 Number of Vehicles used During the Planning Horizon (Second Class of Instances) 

Instance 
p-VRP  IRP  

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 No. of Routes P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 No. of Routes 

IRP_n15_p6_LC 2 2 2 2 2 2 12 4 2 2 1 0 0 9 

IRP_n20_p6_LC 2 2 2 2 2 2 12 7 2 1 0 1 0 11 

IRP_n22_p6_LC 2 2 2 2 2 2 12 3 2 2 2 1 1 11 

IRP_n39_p6_LC 3 3 3 3 3 3 18 8 3 2 1 1 0 15 

IRP_n44_p6_LC 3 3 3 3 3 3 18 14 1 1 1 1 0 18 

IRP_n50_p6_LC 3 3 3 3 3 3 18 17 1 0 0 0 0 18 
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To visually verify the above conclusions, the following figures illustrate the 

solutions of (a) the IRP_n50_p6 (no inventory holding costs), (b) the 

IRP_n50_p6_HC (high inventory holding cost) and (c) the IRP_n50_p6_LC (low 

inventory holding cost) benchmark instances. As regards the first solution, 3 routes 

are scheduled for each day of the planning horizon since the inventory allocation 

problem is ignored. Concerning the other two solutions, it can be observed that the 

evolutionary algorithm changes its behavior based on inventory holding cost 

information. Specifically, the second solution shows that routes are scheduled only 

for the time periods 1, 3, 4 and 5 (4 of the 6 days). The third solution, due to the low 

inventory holding costs, indicates the routes that should be scheduled for the time 

periods 1 and 2 (2 of the 6 days). Therefore, with higher inventory holding costs, the 

solution visits customers more frequently. Finally, Figure 6 illustrates a typical graph 

of the minimum IRP cost in the population as a function of generation number. It 

presents the convergence of fitness values regarding some instances of Class A and 

B. For each instance, fluctuations can be observed during convergence. However, the 

entirety direction of evolution indicates improvement with respect to the 

minimization of inventory routing problem cost. For the majority of instances, it 

appears that the best candidate solution will continue to improve for a few hundred 

more generations. 

 

 
Figure 3 Solving the IRP with Low Inventory Holding Costs at the Customers 

(IRP_n50_p6_HC) 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4 Solving a VRP Problem on a Daily Basis  

(Ignoring Planning Phase; IRP_n50_p6) 
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Figure 5 Solving the IRP with Low Inventory Holding Costs at the Customers 

(IRP_n50_p6_LC) 

 

  
IRP_n50_p6_HC(50 Generations) IRP_n50_p6_LC(50 Generations) 

  
IRP_n75_p6_HC(70 Generations) IRP_n100_p6_HC(70 Generations) 

Figure 6 Convergences of Fitness Values 

 

6. Discussion and Conclusion 
The IRP signifies a challenging stream of research that has drawn the increasing 

attention of the research community during the last decade. Due to the NP-hard 

nature of the IRP, this study set out with the aim of assessing the importance of 

hybrid evolutionary Algorithm in solving the problem. Very little was found in the 

literature on the combination of population-based search met a heuristics with single-

point search met heuristics to handle the IRP. An initial objective of the study was to 

use a Genetic Algorithm in hybrid synthesis with a Simulated Annealing Algorithm 

for the solution of the IRP. Particularly, the Genetic Algorithm is related to the 

planning phase of the hybrid approach to determine the delivery times and quantities, 

while the Simulated Annealing algorithm is associated with the routing phase to 

determine the routes of each individual of the population. Both Algorithm are dealt 

with in an iterative way to define a re-optimization phase. A second objective was to 

formulate a mathematical problem according to the VMI concept. In this study, 

stock-outs or lost sales are not allowed, and therefore no shortage costs or costs 

related to lost sales are included in the objective function. This is a characteristic that 

differentiates the current study from other works most closely related to this. 

Prior studies that have noted the importance of using population-based met a 

heuristics such as Genetic Algorithm to solve the IRP (e.g., Shukla et al., 2013; 
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Abdelmaguid and Dessouky, 2006 )proposed small IRP instances (5-20 customers) 

in order to evaluate their Algorithm’ performance. The proposed algorithm cannot be 

compared to other published IRP studies using benchmark instances previously 

introduced. This is due to the differentiated manner in which the proposed algorithm 

operates based on the assumptions presented in Section 2 and 3, respectively. 

Therefore, a third objective of the study was to create new IRP Instances and 

increase the size of the test problems with reference to the total number of customers.   

The algorithm has been tested on a newly introduced set of 18 IRP benchmark 

instances (15-100 customers) by comparing the algorithm’s solutions with the 

solutions obtained by solving a VRP problem for each time period of the planning 

horizon based on known demand (the planning phase is ignored).  

The computational results show that the proposed algorithm is outperformed, 

simultaneously verifying the benefits obtained by the integration of the inventory and 

the vehicle routing decisions. These findings further support the idea that in today’s 

economic environment, the ultimate success of a firm depends on its ability to 

integrate and coordinate supply chain activities (e.g., planning and routing) within 

the supply chain network. Solutions of the test problems indicate that better solutions 

are obtained when the planning phase is considered. The ability of each customer to 

have storage enables a significant decrease in the vehicle routing cost, reducing the 

total number of routes during the planning horizon and avoiding backorders. 

The major contribution of this study is both on the theory of Transportation 

Science and in the practical implications of vehicle routing and inventory allocation 

decisions. In terms of the theory, a hybrid evolutionary optimization algorithm for 

the IRP was proposed. The performance of the algorithm depends on the 

computational infrastructure (processing power) and the parameters (population size, 

generations, etc.).Therefore, the algorithm can be further improved by exploring 

more deeply the parameters of the Genetic Algorithm and the Simulated Annealing 

Algorithm. In addition, the proposed algorithm can be extended to complicated 

problems such as the Inventory Routing Problem with Time Windows (IRPTW) and 

its variations. Both benchmark instances and their solutions are available online. In 

terms of practice, this study facilitates the development of route planning and 

inventory routing tools to address real life distribution problems (e.g., distribution of 

agriculture products).In terms of future research, the goals are (a) to enrich the 

proposed model taking into account environmental and societal considerations and 

(b) to enhance the hybrid algorithm so as to be applied in real projects.  
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To achieve the goals of international carbon reduction commitment without 

restricting electricity usage and with a valid electricity price, an energy policy 

was implemented by the government of Taiwan in November 2011. This study 

proposes a two-stage analytical model to support private enterprises in 

evaluating the possible generation combination of renewable energy while 

considering the intermittence of renewable energy, environmental protection 

and generation cost, and given the monthly electricity demand. The model 

involves a parameter evaluation model developed to determine the capacity 

factor of renewable energies. A multi-objective model is also proposed to 

optimize the mixed generation of renewable energies. A case study of optimal 

mixed-generation of renewable energies was carried out at the National Tsing 

Hua University to illustrate and verify the proposed system. 

Keywords: Renewable Energy, Generation Combination, Multi-Objective 

Model, Intermittence, Parameter Evaluation, NTHU 

 

1. Introduction 
Growing concern for climate change and nuclear safety has shifted attention on 

renewable energy as an alternative for electricity generation systems. With the 

depletion and price volatility of fossil fuels, Taiwan, which is highly dependent on 

imported fossil fuels, has yet to develop its own renewable power plant. On July 27, 

2015, the Taiwanese government set a goal of 30.70% power system device capacity 

from renewable energy by 2030. Hence, to satisfy this goal, the government has 

developed two of the largest installation schemes for onshore wind and solar power, 

with targets set to reach 12.00x102 MW and 87.00x102 MW by 2030, respectively 

(Bureau of Energy, Ministry of Economic Affairs, 2015). 

Social responsibility and environmental protection has caused many enterprises to 

exert efforts in reducing the carbon emission intensity of their products, enhance the 

competitiveness of their export products, and realize their social responsibility by 

subscribing to green electricity. In addition, if enterprises can develop their own 

green power generation, they can promote their corporate image further and enhance 

their intangible assets. However, several limitations due to economic, weather, and 

environment issues need to be addressed before we can proceed with renewable 

energy penetration. These limitations will be discussed in the next sections. 

Rom the economic aspect, two factors raised the cost of renewable energy 

generation. One factor is the cost from the factory setting and operation maintenance, 

mailto:hsiaofanwang@gmail.com
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and the other is the cost of carbon emission. Taiwan has formulated government 

policies that provide subsidies for those who want to develop renewable energy 

systems, mainly in the form of Feed-in-Tariffs. The government has also issued a 

policy committing to purchase all electricity from private generation with prices 

higher than the market. With the improvement of generation performance and low-

carbon technologies, the power system will secure future energy supplies and 

mitigate its effects on the environment. Moreover, investment cost will be decreased 

due to advances in technology, which is a main force in the future development of 

renewable energy generation systems (International Energy Agency, 2015). 

Taiwan has been actively participating in international affairs, and has in fact taken 

the initiative to announce the Intended Nationally Determined Contribution (INDC) 

with the hopes of leading its people in building a low-carbon environment. With the 

Greenhouse Gases Reduction and Management Act promulgated in July 2015, 

Taiwan INDC’s target for the 2030 reduction level can be regarded as a goal of 50% 

reduction below the 2005 level by 2050 (Environment Protection Administration 

Executive Yuan, Taiwan, 2015). 

Wind and solar photovoltaic power are both abundant and relatively available in 

Taiwan, and hence, most renewable electricity supply will be based on these two 

resources. However, the restriction of renewable energies is that they are highly 

dependent on weather conditions and are intermittent due to seasonal variations. 

Seasonal variation and uncertainty of daily sunlight or wind speed required in the 

operation of power system taking the capacities of each resource they need to install 

into consideration. 

Therefore, in this study we intend to decide not only on the renewable energy 

supply mix but also on how much electricity the enterprise should purchase monthly 

from the major power company. 

The Executive Yuan encourages government agencies and schools to reduce 

carbon emission. On November 17, 2014, it spearheaded a program that encouraged 

saving power, fuel, water, and paper to increase energy conservation. It is anticipated 

that government agencies and schools can provide guidance to civil society to adopt 

energy saving schemes (Bureau of Energy, Ministry of Economic Affairs, 2014). 

Therefore, the National Tsing Hua University (NTHU) of Taiwan will be taken as 

our case study. The NTHU has an available roof area of 79.61x103 square meters, 

which will serve as our land resource for the renewable power plant to implement 

comprehensive carbon reduction. 

 

2. Literature Review 
This chapter reviews the related literature on energy management. The methods used 

for evaluation and to implement the production plan for renewable energy are 

presented in section 2.2. The related models of energy supply planning are discussed 

in section 2.3. Finally, the summary and conclusion are presented in section 2.4.  

 

2.1 Energy Management 

Conventional power generation system focuses on the mix of non-renewable and 

renewable energies; however, the price of raw materials for non-renewable energies 

is unstable. For instance, most fossil fuel resources are often located in politically 

sensitive areas of world. Hence, when decision makers plan a power generation 

system, price volatility is the factor that can be difficult to control (Ryu et al., 2014). 
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With the shortcomings of non-renewable energies, the Taiwanese government 

seeks to increase renewable energy penetration in Taiwan. However, because the 

investment cost of renewable energies system is too enormous for an enterprise, the 

government provides subsidies under various situations to promote the penetration of 

renewable energy. Currently, major energy producers and consumers, such as the 

United States, Germany, China, Japan and Brazil have also formulated policies to 

support renewable energy production with subsidies (Zhang et al., 2014). 

In recent years, China has rapidly developed wind power, solar photovoltaic, and 

other renewable energies; however, despite the development of the renewable energy 

industry, generating electricity from merged grids can be difficult. Hence, to address 

the above problem and to promote the development and utilization of renewable 

energy, a development fund for renewable energy was established in 2012. The 

subsidized projects include wind power, biomass power, solar power, geothermal 

power, and ocean energy power generation. Moreover, the power plant can include 

investment, operation, and maintenance costs, which are connected to the grid 

project, to the subsidy (State Grid Energy Research Institute, 2012). 

Regardless of the subsidy programs established in different countries, all of these 

countries are moving toward the same goal, that of renewable energy penetration. 

The rise of environmental issues and volatility of fuel prices will eventually push 

countries around the world to focus more attention on sustainable development. 

 

2.1.1 Renewable Energies Development of Enterprise 

Electricity consumption by industries is always larger than that by households. 

Therefore, industries are very sensitive to fluctuations in electricity prices. The 

Taiwanese government has set a reduction target of carbon emissions through 

alternative generation plans, which has raised concerns for enterprises in terms of 

higher electricity prices in the future. The total electricity costs can only be 

controlled by demand-side management for an enterprise because only one Power 

Company is non-private in Taiwan. Therefore, enterprises need to develop their own 

power plants to reduce uncertainty caused by energy depletion and price volatility. 

Park and Kwon (2016) use simulation to explore renewable power generation 

systems for Kyung-Hee University’s Global Campus in South Korea. They use a 

generating system with different kinds of components, such as PV panels, diesel 

generators, wind turbines, batteries, and grid to conduct a scenario analysis. They 

determined the optimal energy mix that could meet electricity demands at a 

minimum cost. However, their study has some limitations. First, the study did not 

discuss renewable portfolio standard policies and environment protection operated 

by the South Korean government. Second, they did not discuss the economic scales 

and learning effects. Finally, because their study is based on a university in South 

Korea, their conclusions cannot be adopted to other regions because of the different 

climate effects in different regions. 

Pineda and Bock (2016) design a game for two players, one of which is a 

renewable energy generating company that will decide on installed capacity and 

capacity factor, while the other is a non-renewable energy generating company with 

known fuel cost and fixed capacity. The renewable energy generating company can 

sell electricity and green certificates that can be used to comply with the renewable 

quota. To avoid the non-compliance penalty, the non-renewable energy generating 

company has to buy green electricity from the renewable energy generating company. 
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The result of this study shows that with the exception of the quota obligation, the 

non-compliance penalty has a significant effect on investments in renewable energy-

based generation. They also determine the capacity of the renewable energy 

generating company by maximizing social welfare, and the effect of the level of 

competition on the decisions of the renewable energy generating company. Finally, 

they point out that the Feed-in-Tariff subsidy or sensitivity analysis tool can be 

considered in future studies. 

In developing a renewable energy generation system, we need to consider many 

external and internal factors for an enterprise. In terms of current trends, many 

companies are beginning to focus on social responsibility. Social responsibility is a 

company’s intangible asset that can bring potential benefits. This study will focus on 

the situation in Taiwan by providing a model for an enterprise to plan a renewable 

energy generation system that considers the costs, emissions, and government 

policies. 

 

2.1.2 Environmental Protection 

With the increase in greenhouse gases, CO2 emission has become the real cause of 

climate change. Suspended particles of CO2 and SO2 cannot be eliminated by current 

cleaning equipment. Therefore, a carbon tax must be promulgated to reduce 

greenhouse gas emissions and enable people to conserve energy. Carbon emissions 

from fossil fuels are generated from mining to the power generation process and its 

final disposal. Carbon emission can be managed and controlled efficiently if we can 

examine the carbon content at each stage, from mining to disposal. Examining the 

carbon content will also serve as a reference for moving ahead in carbon capture and 

storage technology at each stage. Most fossil fuels are imported from other countries, 

and hence, carbon emission from mining is not considered in Taiwan. However, the 

price of fossil fuels may be affected by the carbon tax in the country from which it is 

imported. Chen et al. (2015) investigate the effects of carbon tax on imported forest 

products and illustrate that carbon tax causes the prices of imported harvested wood 

products to rise and the quantity of imported harvested wood products to decline. 

Consequently, levying a carbon tax should not only include direct carbon emissions, 

but also the price of imported products. As stated earlier, moving forward in our 

environmental protection goals requires that we consider the carbon emissions of a 

power generation system from start to finish. 

The Cost Assessment for Sustainable Energy Systems (CASES) is an EU research 

project that studies the effects of various power generation technologies on the 

environment and quantifies the cost (Nuclear Energy Agency, 2012). Stringent 

estimates are necessary to provide quantitative analysis for decision-makers. The 

CASES is an assessment of the combination of the effects of climate change and 

human health risks. The study shows that the burning of fossil fuels must withstand 

high external costs. Air pollution caused by burning biomass is often harmful to 

people. In contrast, pollution from solar power generation is rare, but the damage to 

human health is much higher than hydro, wind, and nuclear power as shown in Table 

1.  

Several countries which have implemented the carbon tax policy include Norway, 

Sweden, and the United Kingdom. Although carbon tax has not been implemented in 

Taiwan, we could refer to the experiences of other countries to evaluate environment 

costs. The greenhouse gas emissions of different countries are shown in Table 2. 
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Table 1 The Hazard Costs from 2005 to 2010 in Europe 

(Source: Nuclear Energy Agency, 2012) 

 
 

Table 2 The Main Emission Index of Different Countries  

(Source: International Energy Agency, 2013, Key World Energy Statistics 2013)  

 2CO
 (Million Tons) 

Population 

(Million) 

2CO
/Population 

(Tons/Capita) 

2CO
/GDP(PPP) 

(kg/USD) 

Taiwan 126.47 10  23.39 11.31 234.00 10  

Japan 211.86 10  
112.78 10  

192.80 10  
230.00 10  

Korea 158.77 10  
49.78 11.81 243.00 10  

United States 252.87 10  
131.20 10  

16.94 240.00 10  

China 279.55 10  
213.44 10  

159.20 10  
234.00 10  

 

Table 2 shows that regardless of which country has implemented a carbon trading 

policy whether based on the population or the average carbon emission per person, 

the South Korean experience is the closest to Taiwan. The industrial structure of 

South Korea is also similar to Taiwan. Therefore, we choose South Korea as a 

reference for carbon tax and carbon trading policy in the measurement of 

environment cost. 
 

2.2 Evaluation Method of Renewable Energy 

Wind and solar energies are both abundant and relatively available in Taiwan, 

making it easier for enterprises to develop electricity plants using these types of 

energies. Therefore, the most possible renewable electricity supply will be based on 

these two resources. However, a restriction of renewable energies is that their supply 

is intermittent. Seasonal variations and uncertainty of daily sunlight or wind speed 

require that we take the capacity factor of renewable energy into consideration. 

Historical data on the capacity factor differ in different areas. For wind power in 

particular, data differ because most large-scale wind turbines are located along the 

seashore. However, based on the technology development, small-scale wind turbines 

have been commonly established in urban area. In this study, we hope to come up 

with a capacity factor for enterprises in general regardless of location. Therefore, in 

this study, we will develop an evaluation model on wind speed and the amount of 

sunlight to enhance the use of renewable energy. 
 

1. Capacity Factors of Solar Energy: The amount of sunlight is affected by the 

sun, weather, season, and temperature of a region. Usually, the daily global 
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irradiance on the horizontal plane is used to represent the amount of sunlight. The 

most commonly used probability distribution function of sunlight includes Log-

normal distribution, Weibull distribution, and Beta distribution (Shen, 2000). 

In addition to the frequency distribution of sunlight, the performance ratio, which 

is decided by its installation and the quality of its components, are marked in current 

versions of solar panels. With the advancement of technology, using the performance 

ratio to estimate the capacity factor of solar power can be more realistic and more 

applicable for the study (Filippo et al., 2013). 
 

2. Capacity Factors of Wind Energy: A number of density functions have been 

used to describe the wind speed frequency curve, the most famous among which are 

the Weibull and Rayleigh functions. The Weber function is a general gamma 

function that contains two parameters, whereas Rayleigh is a subset of Weber 

distribution and contains one parameter. As a result, the Weibull distribution 

function can be used more widely than the Rayleigh distribution function (Ragab et 

al., 1993). 

A number of probability distribution of wind speed has been proposed. In 

particular, the Weibull probability distribution, which is a well-known and widely 

used in various wind energy related investigations, has been found to provide good 

performance within a short period. The accuracy of the Weibull distribution has also 

been confirmed by Arslan et al. (2014), Islam et al. (2011), and Kwon (2010). We 

will choose the two-parameter Weibull distribution function as our assessment 

method to meet the monthly time intervals. 
 

2.3 Multi-objective Method 

The difficulty of renewable energy penetration is its intermittence and instability. 

Moura and Almeida (2010) developed a multi-objective optimization for power 

generation system to achieve the minimal renewable energies intermittence, 

production cost, and peak load. They use the method of shortening the gap between 

the capacity factor and the past monthly average capacity factor to reduce variations 

in generation, which allowed them to narrow the intermittence of renewable energy. 

Sharafi and ELMekkawy (2014) propose a novel approach for hybrid renewable 

energy system, including various generators and storage devices while minimizing 

the total cost of the system, unmet load, and fuel emission. Bilil et al. (2014) present 

a multi-objective formulation to optimize both the annualized renewable energy cost 

and the system reliability simultaneously. 

Ho et al. (2014) propose a multi-objective linear programming and fuzzy two-

stage algorithm to reduce carbon emissions. Therefore, in the case of multiple targets, 

we can provide different weights to select an appropriate multi-objective 

programming according to different objects (Cheng et al., 2013). Numerous studies 

have used multi-objective programming to investigate the development of power 

systems, and most studies consider generation cost, carbon emissions, and 

intermittent issues. 
 

2.4 Discussion and Conclusion 

A variety of renewable power supply system can reduce the risk of price changes in 

fossil fuel and carbon emissions. A number of studies have proposed multi-objective 

programming to study the energy supply mix. However, the difference in this study 

is that we intend to decide on the combination of renewable energies and achieve a 
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monthly balance between supply and demand for an enterprise. Hence, the results of 

this study will include not only the renewable energy supply mix but also how much 

electricity the enterprise should purchase from the power company for each month. 

Consequently, we will develop a multi-objective model to achieve the goals 

economic, environmental, and sustainable optimization for enterprises. 

 

3. Model Formulation 
3.1 Problem Statement 

We divide the mathematical model into two levels to achieve the goals of cost 

minimization, carbon reduction, and sustainable power supply. First, because the 

weather changes over time, a probability distribution function is used to describe the 

characteristics of the weather such that the capacity factor, which is affected by the 

weather, can be evaluated monthly using the proposed parameter evaluation model. 

Consequently, the capacity factors of renewable energies that are most likely to 

generate power generations can be determined. 

Second, by working on the three goals, a multi-objective analytical model is 

developed to decide on how much of the demand should be provided by the 

renewable energy enterprise itself and how much should be purchased from the 

electricity company. Therefore, under this multi-objective analytical model, while 

the total energy generation of renewable energies is maximized, carbon emission 

from manufacture will be minimized at minimum cost. The monthly time interval 

will be adopted to indicate seasonal variations and intermittence of renewable 

energy. 

 

3.2 Framework of Multi-objective Programming with Parameter Evaluation 

Model 

The framework of the proposed multi-objective programming with parameter 

evaluation model is illustrated in Figure 1. Input data include monthly average wind 

speed, monthly amount of sunlight, generation cost per unit of electricity, purchase 

price per unit of electricity, environmental cost per unit of electricity, and monthly 

power demand. We propose a parameter evaluation model to determine the capacity 

factors of renewable energies. Power generation of renewable energies will be 

maximized under minimal environment and generation costs. 

 

 

Figure 1 Framework of Multi-objective Programming with Parameter Evaluation Model 
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3.3 Proposed Multi-Objective Programming with Parameter Evaluation Model 

Notations on the multi-objective programming with parameter evaluation model are 

described in section 3.3.1, whereas its objectives and constraints are described in 

sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3, respectively. 

 

3.3.1 Notations 

Indices 

 , :k S W  Solar energy(S), wind energy (W). 

 , , :u S W T  Solar energy, wind energy, Taipower (T). 

 1, ,12 :t T    Monthly time interval. 

 

Decision Variables 

:kx  Installed capacity of renewable energies. ( KW )                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

:ty  Purchased energy from Taipower in month t. ( kWh ) 

 

Parameters 

:ttime  Total operation hours in month t.  
k

tCF
: 

Capacity factor of renewable energies in month t.  
kLC : 

Levelized cost of unit electricity generation of renewable energies. ( $ / kWh ) 

tCAP
: Capital expenditures of generation system in month t. ( $ / KW ) 

tOPE
: 

Fixed operations and maintenance expenditures of generation system in dollars per 

kilowatt in month t. ( $ / KW ) 

tFUE : 
Variable fuel expenditures of non-renewable energy in dollars per kilowatt in month t. 

( $ / KW ) 

tr : 
Discount rate in month t.  

n  Life of the system. 

TC : 
Purchased price from Taipower per unit of power generation 

uCV : 
Conversion factor of carbon emission. ( kg/ kWh ) 

uEC : 
External cost of carbon emission. ( kg/ kWh ) 

uXC : 
External costs of pollutants of solar energy. ( kg/ kWh ) 

kP  
Equipment subsidy of renewable energies by Taipower 

kU  
Total subsidy limitation of renewable energies by Taipower 

tD :  
Electricity demand in month t. ( kWh ) 

K : Total available area can be used 

kQ : Target percentage of renewable energy 

Cv
: 

Cut-in speed of wind turbine  

Rv
: 

Rated speed of wind turbine  

Fv
: 

Cut-off speed of wind turbine 

v : Monthly average speed 

optG
: 

Solar irradiance 

PR : Performance ratio of solar PV plant modules 

, max STCP
: 
Total installed capacity of solar energy  

tH
: 

Total generation hours of solar PV plant modules in a time period 
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3.3.2 Parameter Evaluation with Probability Distribution Function 

1. Evaluation Model for the Capacity Factor of Solar Energy 

The equation for the capacity factor is shown as Eq (1) (Milosavljević et al., 2015). 

From the equation, the actual amount of electricity is equal to the product of the 

amount of solar irradiance and performance ratio. The value of power output can be 

estimated using installed capacity and operation hours.  

 

,  , 

.

. .

opt optS F

t max STC t max STC t

E G PRY
CF

H P H P H
  

 (1) 

 

where optE  is the power generation of solar and transmitted to the power grid; 

, max STCP  is total installed capacity of solar energy; optG  represents solar irradiance; 

and tH is total generation hours in a time period. 

 

2. Evaluation Model for the Capacity Factor of Wind Energy 

The function of the Weibull distribution contains two parameters. One is the scale 

parameter c and the other one is the shape parameter k.  
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where Cv
 is the cut-in speed; Rv

 is the rated speed; and Fv
 is the cut-off speed. 

 

3.3.3 Multi-Objective Model 

The objectives of renewable energy combination from the aspects of economy, 

environment, and sustainability are defined in this subsection. Consequently, we 

adopt a multi-objective optimization that includes the goals of cost minimization, 

carbon reduction, and sustainable power supply to determine a solution that 

considers the three aspects mentioned above. 

 

1. Economic Aspect: Eq. (4) can be used to evaluate the annual generation cost 

of renewable energy and purchase cost from the power company to achieve 

economic optimization. 
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 (4) 

 

where SLC generation is cost of solar power; WLC  represents the generation cost of 

wind power; and TC  is the purchase price from the power company. For renewable 

energy, we considered the costs of construction as well as the operation and 

maintenance costs without the cost of fuel. We can then multiply the hourly power 

generation by the total operation hours and leveled cost of electricity of renewable 

energy to obtain the total generation cost. As to the power bought from the power 

company, we merely calculated the total purchase expenditure.   

 

2. Environmental Aspect: We usually use the cost of carbon emissions to 

measure the level of environmental impact. However, the environmental costs of 

power generation system include generator manufacturing, power generation, and 

waste disposal. The life cycle assessment is a common approach to accumulate and 

evaluate data on the inputs, outputs, and the potential environmental effect from the 

production of raw materials to the final disposal. The environment cost is shown in 

Eq. (5). 

 

3. Sustainability Aspect 
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 (5) 

where CV (kg/kWh) represents the conversion coefficient by per unit of power 

generation of carbon emission for each energy resource; EC ($/kg) is the external 

costs of carbon emission to be charged per kilogram; and XC ($/kWh) is the external 

cost of pollutants for each energy resource. 

 

4. Sustainability Aspect: Because of the self-production of renewable energy, 

maximizing the amount of renewable electricity is the result we want to reach when 

the supply and demand is balanced. Hence, government subsidies are then 

incorporated into the objective function to expand renewable energy generation and 

to provide a sustainable power supply system. 
 

12

, 1

( )k k

k S W t

Max x P

 

 
 (6) 

where SP  is the equipment subsidy of solar energy by Taipower and WP  is the 

equipment subsidy of wind energy by Taipower. 

 

3.3.4 Constraints and Restrictions 

1. Monthly power demand should be satisfied by monthly power supply 
 

, 1,....,12S S t W W t T
t t t tx CF time x CF time y D t        

 (7) 

where 
tD denotes electricity demand in month t. 
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2. The maximum available area can be used to construct a renewable energy 

generation system. 

 
S W

S W

x x
K

A A
 

 (8) 

 
3. The target percentage of renewable energy should be based on government 

policy. 
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4. The total subsidy limitation of renewable energy should be established 

according to government policy. 

 

 S S Sx P U   (11) 
W W wx P U   (12) 

 
5. Non-negative constraints should be established for monthly electricity purchased 

from the power company as well as for the installed capacity of renewable 

energies. 

 

0Sx   (13) 

0Wx   (14) 

0T
ty 

 (15) 

 
3.4 Discussion and Conclusion 

We propose a two-stage analytical model to deal with the renewable energy 

combination. At the first stage, the parameter evaluation model is developed to 

determine the capacity factor of renewable energies for each month. At the second 

stage, a multi-objective model is proposed to optimize the mix of electricity from the 

power utility company and renewable energy generated by the private enterprise. 

The multi-objective model has three objectives. The generation cost is measured in 

the economic aspect; the environmental aspect is addressed through the carbon 

emission cost; whereas and the sustainability aspect is addressed by government 

policies seeking the balance between supply and demand to ensure security. 
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4. Numerical Illustration 
4.1 Background Description 

The National Tsing Hua University (NTHU) of Taiwan is taken as our case study. 

Taiwan has only one power utility, the Taiwan Power Company (Taipower). Hence, 

residents, industries, and government agencies have to buy electricity from Taipower.    

The Taiwanese government has begun to develop renewable energy generation 

systems and has formulated subsidy policies to encourage private generation of 

renewable energies. 

Additionally, the Executive Yuan has encouraged government agencies and 

schools to carry out carbon reduction plans. The Executive Yuan has initiated a 

program for saving power, fuel, water and paper to increase energy conservation, and 

expect government agencies and schools provide guidance to civil society in terms of 

adopting energy saving measures (Bureau of Energy, Ministry of Economic Affairs, 

2014). 

With the rising awareness on the importance of energy saving, NTHU has also 

considered establishing its own renewable energy power plant and contribute to the 

country’s efforts at environmental protection. Because a large-scale wind turbine 

poses dangers and noise problems, a small wind turbine will be used in our case 

study. Roof type solar panels are also more appropriate for use in the campus to 

develop renewable energy generation system. The available roof area of NTHU is 

79.61x 103 square meters, which will serve as our land resources for the renewable 

power plant and to implement comprehensive carbon reduction. The proposed 

optimal combination renewable energy system was applied, and the Gurobi 5.6.3 

software is used for the analysis. 

   The following sections introduce the input data, including monthly average 

temperature, monthly global irradiance, monthly average wind speed, cost data, and 

demand data of NTHU. 

 

1. Solar Irradiance 
Table 3 Monthly Averaged Solar Irradiance of NTHU 

(Source: NASA Atmospheric Science Data Center, 2015) 

Monthly average insolation incident on a horizontal surface (kWh/
2m /day) 

Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. Jun. 

2.63 3.01 3.53 4.26 4.88 5.70 

Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. 

6.69 6.11 5.11 4.12 3.10 2.67 

 

2. Wind Speed 
Table 4 Monthly Averaged Wind Speed of NTHU 

(Source: NASA Atmospheric Science Data Center, 2015) 

Monthly Average Wind Speed at the Surface Of The Earth (m/s) 

Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. Jun. 

8.57 7.97 6.76 5.80 5.03 5.39 

Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. 

4.88 5.01 6.30 8.14 8.88 8.52 
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3. Conversion Factor 
Table 5 Greenhouse Gas Emission of Various Power Generation Technologies 

(Source: Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2014)  

Greenhouse Gas Emission within life cycle analysis assessment (g-
2CO eq/kWh) 

 Low Average High 

Coal-PC 740 820 910 

Gas-combined cycle 410 490 650 

Biomass-cofiring 620 740 890 

Biomass-dedicated 130 230 420 

Geothermal 6.0 38 79 

Hydropower 1.0 24 2200 

Nuclear 3.7 12 110 

Concentrated solar power 8.8 27 63 

Solar PV-rooftop 26 41 60 

Solar PV-utility 18 48 180 

Wind onshore 7.0 11 56 

Wind offshore 8.0 12 35 

 

4. Carbon Tax 

The carbon tax of 0.54($NT/kg) as imposed by South Korea is used in our study 

(IEA, 2011, World Energy Outlook 2011). 

 

5. Cost 
Table 6 Levelized Cost of Renewable Energies in Year 2016 

(Source: Industrial Technology Research Institute, 2014, Taiwan 2050 Calculator) 

Levelized generation cost ($NT/kWh) 

Onshore Wind Onshore Wind Offshore wind (Small) Hydro Solar (Roof) Solar (Ground) 

2.83 6.25 8.00 1.24 7.22 6.13 

 

6. Land use 
 Table 7 Required Installation Land of Renewable Energies 

Required Installation Land (m
2
/KW) 

Onshore wind (400W)** Onshore wind (3KW)* Solar (roof)*** 

3.25 1.40 10 

* **Estimated source: TECO ECO Business Group, 2016;*** Source: Industrial Technology 

Research Institute, 2016 

 

7. Demand  
 

 

Figure 2 Monthly Electricity Demand in Year 2014 

(Source: National Tsing Hua University, 2014) 
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4.2 Illustration of Proposed Parameter Evaluation Model  

4.2.1 Parameter Evaluation of Solar Energy  

We use Eq. (1) and solar irradiance data from Table 3 to obtain the capacity factor of 

solar energy at each month. Figure 3 illustrates the relationship between capacity 

factor and solar irradiance. 

 

 
Figure 3 Monthly Capacity Factor of Solar Energy at Different Solar Irradiance 

 

Figure 3 shows that the correlation of capacity factor and solar irradiance is highly 

positive. The variations in capacity factor can be attributed to the performance ratio, 

which is determined by PV system and reference yields. 
 

4.2.2 Parameter Evaluation of Wind Energy 

We use the monthly averaged wind speed at 50m above the surface of the earth, 

which was obtained from NASA Atmospheric Science Data Center, to determine the 

probability distribution diagram. The two main parameters are c=6.78 and k=3.00 as 

shown in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 4 Weibull Distribution Diagram of Wind Speed 
 

 A higher cut-in speed is necessary because of the smaller capacity of wind power. 

Hence, we used Aventa AV-7, which has a cut-in speed of 1m/s. The three 

parameters of Aventa AV-7 are cut-in speed (VC=1m/s), rated speed (VR=5m/s), and 

cut-off speed (VF=15m/s) (Swiss Wind Power Data Website, 2016). 

We use Eq. (3) and data from Table 4 to obtain the estimated values of capacity 

factor of wind energy for each month. The relationship between capacity factor and 

wind speed is illustrated in Figure 5. 
 

 

Figure 5 Monthly Capacity Factor of Wind Energy at Different Wind Speed 
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As mentioned in the literature review, the capacity factor is proportional to the 

cube root mean of the wind speed. From Figure 5, we can see that the capacity factor 

of wind energy is very low with respect to low wind speed. However, the capacity 

factor of wind energy rapidly increased at high wind speed. 

 

4.2.3 Conclusion of Parameter Evaluation Model 

We provide a numerical example to illustrate the results of our parameter evaluation 

model. The example shows that the trend of capacity factor of wind is lower in the 

summer and higher in the winter. On the contrary, the capacity factor of solar energy 

presents seasonal variations, especially from the June to October, which is the 

highest within the entire year. These two types of renewable energy can provide a 

promising compliment to electricity generation. 

 Based on the appropriate probability density distribution of wind speed with k=3 

and c=6.8, which are adopted to evaluate the capacity factor of wind power, and the  

performance ratio with solar irradiance to estimate capacity factor of solar energy, 

we can observe that the relationship between the estimated value and the parameters 

is consistent with the evaluation method. From solar energy, the correlation of 

capacity factor and solar irradiance is highly positive. Whereas from wind energy, 

the capacity factor is very low when wind speed is also lower, but increases rapidly 

at high wind speed. 

 

4.3 Illustration of Multi-Objectives Model  

4.3.1 Structure of Goal Programming 

The NTHU has begun to develop a renewable energy program in response to the 

current policies of the Taiwanese government. Thus, we take the university as an 

example. The goal programming model can be used to meet the target percentage of 

renewable energy as near as possible. As a model that seeks to comply with 

government policy, we strive to achieve the goal of environmental protection, and 

then to look for minimum costs. The three goals are preemptively ordered as follows: 

environment > economy > sustainability, in which “>” denotes importance 

precedence. The target values and deviation variables are shown in Table 8. 

 
Table 8 Goals and Deviation Variables under Government Policy 

Preemptive Target Value (NT$/year) Deviation Decision Variable  

1. Environment 6
2   55. 193 0Z    2d

 

2. Economy 7
1   20. 100 0Z    1d

 

3. Sustainability 5
3 25.0 10 0Z    3d

 
 

Since the new buildings were opened for use, the electricity expense of NTHU has 

reached over 19.00x101 million. Hence, we hope that part of the electricity supplied 

by renewable energy sources can reduce the surcharge of demand in 2014 (National 

Tsing Hua University, 2014). The target value of environment objective should be 

below 200 million. 

The environmental cost is proportional to the generation structure of the energy 

sources, which corresponds to 42.96x10-2% of solar energy and 76.40x10-2% of wind 

power in 2016 (Industrial Technology Research Institute, 2014, Taiwan 2050 
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Calculator). If we want to achieve the target percentage of the government, then the 

target value of sustainability should be more than 25.00x105 NTD per year based on 

the maximum subsidy of 50.00x106 NTD of solar PV within its lifetime. 

Suppose that habits of consuming electricity are the same in 2014 and 2015. The 

price of electricity which will be applied is according to electricity expense (2.97 

NTD/kWh) of NTHU in 2015. Because the remaining electricity we should purchase 

from power company is almost same as NTHU in 2015. 
 

4.3.2 Output of Renewable Energy Combination 

The results of goal programming are evaluated in sequence. 

 First preemptive order: Minimize the amount of external cost deviation 

from target value. 
 

Table 9 Renewable Energy Combination of 1st Preemptive Order 

Renewable Energies Install Capacity 

Solar Energy 182.30 10  KW 

Wind Energy 146.98 10  KW 
 

The deviation of external cost is 0, which means that the first preemptive order is 

achieved. Therefore, we can continue to evaluate the second preemptive order from 

the economic aspect. 

 Second preemptive order: Minimize the amount of generation cost deviation 

from target value. 
 

Table 10 Renewable Energy Combination of 2nd Preemptive Order 

Renewable Energies Install Capacity 

Solar Energy 181.82 10  KW 

Wind Energy 161.28 10  KW 

 

The deviation of generation cost is 0, which means that the second preemptive 

order is achieved. Therefore, we can continue to evaluate the third preemptive order 

from the sustainable aspect. 

 Third preemptive order: Maximize the amount of subsidy deviation from 

target value. 

 
Table 11 Renewable Energy Combination of 3rd Preemptive Order 

Renewable Energies Install Capacity 

Solar Energy 210.00 10  KW 

Wind Energy 151.51 10  KW 

 

The deviation of subsidy is 0, which means that third preemptive order is achieved. 

Therefore, the goal programming model is finished with the complete achievement 

of the three objectives. Although the external cost of solar energy is higher than wind 

energy, the generation cost of wind energy is much more than that of solar energy. 

Therefore, the installed capacity favors solar power under the optimal combination. 
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4.3.3 Renewable Energy Combination Analysis 

1. Purchased Electricity from other Utilities 

In addition to the amount electricity generated from renewable energy, the monthly 

purchased electricity from Taipower also should be considered to reach a balance 

between supply and demand. 

Figure 6 shows the complementarity between purchased electricity and wind 

power generation in the winter because of the high efficiency of wind power 

generation. The months of March to August represented not only the peak demand 

for electricity, but also the peak of the intermittence of wind power. Monthly 

capacity factors of solar energy are not high for the entire year. Therefore, purchased 

electricity continued to increase with the demand. Although the installed capacity of 

solar energy is much higher than that of the wind energy, the high capacity factor of 

wind energy generated higher power output for NTHU in winter. 

 

 

Figure 6 Monthly Purchased Electricity and Demand in Year 2015 

 

2. Output Values of Objectives 

After deciding on the optimal combination of renewable energy, we can investigate 

the corresponding value of each energy source. 

 
Table 12 Objective Values 

Objective Values Total Cost (NT$/year) 

Generation cost of solar 611.40 10  

Generation cost of wind 610.29 10  

Purchase cost from Taipower 716.83 10  

Total internal costs 719.00 10  
External cost of solar 459.55 10  

External cost of wind 360.40 10  

External cost for Taipower 653.86 10  

Total external costs 654.52 10  

Equipment subsidy of solar 525.00 10  

Equipment subsidy of wind 0 

Total subsidies 525.00 10  

 

 The cost comes mostly from electricity production, of which per unit renewable 

energy is much higher than the price set by the power company. The total generation 

cost of solar energy is nearly the same as that of wind energy despite the optimal 

combination of installed capacity of wind being approximately 50.00x101 kilowatts 

less than solar energy. These numbers indicate that the original generation cost of 
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wind power is very high. The external cost is composed of both carbon tax and 

hazard cost as shown in Table 1. The per unit external cost of solar energy is nine 

times higher than that of wind energy, but the installed capacity is about twice that of 

wind energy. From the objective values, we can observe that the external cost is an 

important consideration because each energy resource has a different carbon 

emission coefficient. If we multiplied the total amount external costs of the 

emissions with the carbon emission coefficient, the environment objective will be 

caused by larger increments of cost. Table 5 shows that the emission coefficient of 

coal is 70 times more than that of onshore wind with respect to the mean value. The 

power generation structure of Taipower can be decomposed as follows: coal-fired 

(37.60%), fuel oil (28.00x10-1%), fuel gas (32.40%), co-generation (32.00x10-1%), 

renewable (54.00x10-1%), and nuclear (18.60%). Therefore, the emission coefficient 

of this generation system is equal to 47.80x10-2 (kg/kWh) claimed by Taipower. 

Compared to renewable energy, that for solar and wind energies are both 0.041 

(kg/kWh) and 0.011 (kg/ kWh), respectively. Consequently, carbon emission is the 

most sensitive factor that we should seriously consider if we decide to proceed with 

renewable energy penetration in our study. 

Table 13 shows the total electricity consumption cost and total external cost 

investigated of NTHU in 2015. 

 
Table 13 Electricity Cost Structure of NTHU. (NTHU, 2015) 

Objective Value Total Cost (NT$/year) 

Purchase cost from Taipower 717.65 10  

External cost for Taipower 656.48 10  

 

A comparison of Tables 12 and 13 shows that the internal cost after developing 

renewable energy generation system will reduce by NT$ 26.21x105 and that the 

external costs will be also reduced by NT$ 14.06x105 in one year. Consequently, the 

reduced internal cost becomes higher than the reduced external cost when 

considering carbon emissions. Because the price of electricity from Taipower is 

charged according to different levels of electricity consumption, an additional fee is 

imposed when the total consumption expenditure from Taipower is exceeded. Hence, 

enterprises with high demand for electricity can obtain more benefits if it uses a 

renewable energy generation system. 

 

4.4 Sensitivity Analysis  

We perform a sensitivity analysis to discuss the effects of the optimal solution when 

the coefficient changes. From the output in section 4.3, we can see that the external 

cost of energy source remains a prominent portion of total cost because the 

environment hazards of power generation are inevitable. However, because 

renewable energy is being promoted in a large number of countries worldwide, 

carbon tax will also be seriously considered worldwide. 
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Figure 7 Total Cost Increment respect to Carbon Tax 

 

With the increase in carbon tax, the total cost of renewable energy will also slowly 

rise, whereas purchasing cost and external costs of fossil fuels from Taipower will 

increase rapidly. Initially, the total cost of purchasing electricity from Taipower will 

be less than that of solar energy, but this cost will result in an increase in carbon tax. 

The reason is that the power structure of Taipower comes mostly from fossil fuels, 

and the carbon emission coefficient of fossil fuels is much higher than that for 

renewable energy. Hence, we should investigate how these costs affect the optimal 

solution. 

 
Table 14 Optimality Interval of Carbon Tax 

Interval of Carbon Tax 
1

0

97.4 100

t





 

 
197.40

15.6

10

7

t 


  

15.67 t

 
 

Installed Capacity(Kw) 

 S WX x , x  
Sx  

210.00 10  Sx  
278.89 10  Sx  

210.00 10  

Wx  
151.51 10  Wx  

151.51 10  Wx  
349.72 10  

Objective value 

 1 2 3 Z Z ,Z ,Z  

1  Z  719.00 10  1  Z  723.75 10  1  Z  810.05 10  

2  Z  654.52 10  2  Z  731.41 10  2  Z  642.90 10  

3  Z  525.00 10  3  Z  525.00 10  3  Z  525.00 10  

 

The optimal combination of renewable energies will change when carbon tax 

reaches beyond 97.40x10-1 NT$/kg. The external cost for Taipower will be higher 

than that of renewable energy because it will cause a necessary increase in solar 

installation capacity. The increment of external cost is also inevitable because of the 

increase in carbon taxes. Therefore, the optimal combination of renewable energy 

will have the lowest cost in the case of NTHU when carbon tax less than 97.40x10-1 

NT$/kg. If the carbon tax goes beyond 97.40x10-1 NT$/kg, both of the values of 

objectives 1 and 2 will also increase. This increment will result in an increase of NT$ 

47.58x106 in generation cost because of the increasing total generation cost of solar 

energy. The total external cost will decrease to NT$ 42.90x106 when the carbon tax 

goes beyond 15.67 NT$/kg. The reason for this result is because wind power has the 

lowest carbon emission for its increment. The equipment subsidy will remain at the 

same value because it has achieved the upper bound of subsidy. Based on the results 

and with the prospect of a future carbon tax policy, the development of wind power 

will be the most beneficial in terms of reaching the carbon reduction targets. 
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5. Conclusion & Future Work 
5.1 Summary and Conclusion 

With the depletion of fossil fuels, renewable energy substitution has become a trend 

in electricity supply sources worldwide. Environment protection has also become an 

urgent issue that needs to be addressed. Renewable energy is sustainable and clean, 

and many countries have established subsidy policies to encourage enterprises to 

develop their own renewable energy generation systems. 

Electric power plants have several issues, including carbon emission and 

sustainable power supply. Consequently, the proposed combination of renewable 

energies model considers three aspects, including that of economic, environmental, 

and sustainability aspects. In contrast with the conventional energy planning model 

that focuses on the mix of non-renewable and renewable energies, this research 

investigates not only the mix of electricity from power companies and renewable 

energy generation but also the combination of renewable energies. 

The results of the case study of NTHU shows that the generation cost of wind 

power remains too high, and hence, purchased electricity continues to be a large 

proportion of the power used by NTHU. Carbon emission cost is the main factor that 

changes the structure of power generation. 

If we wish to promote renewable energy, we have to use a higher efficiency 

technology for solar power. This promotion will not only result in a substantial 

decline in its cost, but could also enhance carbon capture technology, thereby 

reducing the cost of carbon emissions. The Taiwanese government should consider 

formulating subsidy policies and taxation differentiation strategies to increase the 

proportion of renewable energy power generation. 

 

5.2 Future Work 

This study aims to decide on the amount of infrastructure necessary to be installed 

for each type of renewable energy by considering their proportions. Accordingly, the 

possible expansion of the power generation system, taxation differentiation 

strategies, and subsidy policies must be investigated in future research. From the 

result of chapter 4, we can observe that carbon emission is a sensitive factor because 

the generation structure will change with increasing tax. Through the analysis, we 

made a suggestion that a taxation differentiation strategy could be an effective 

strategy. Because we have to pay the environment costs per unit of electricity, we 

can set a rule for carbon tax under different scales of generation. In this way, more 

focus will be given to the environmental benefit from each unit power of renewable 

energy sources. As long as we consider the effects on the environment caused by 

different energies and differential carbon taxes, we can control the total external 

costs in the generation system. 
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This paper aims to address a significant gap in the available literature on 

incentive scheme models for indirect employees based on their performance 

levels. A comprehensive mathematical model is developed for incentivizing the 

operational level indirect employees by using stochastic gradient descent 

algorithm. The developed incentive scheme establishes link between three 

broad levels of an organizational hierarchy; Strategic level, 

tactical/departmental level and operational level. The major considerations of 

the developed incentive scheme model are organizational performance, 

allocation of incentives between departments, incentive period, team 

performance, target setting for Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and 

correlation of KPIs to the organizational performance. 

Keywords: Incentive Scheme, Machine Learning, Motivation, Indirect 

Employee, Performance Measurement 

 

1. Introduction 
According to Cox (2014), Goyal (2014) and McDougall & Radvanovsky (2008), in 

traditional approach, an organization can be represented in three broad levels such 

as; Strategic level, Tactical level and Operational level. In addition, the entire 

workforce in an organization can be broadly categorized into two sections as; direct 

and indirect employees (Bragg, 2009). Financial incentives often result in significant 

increase of employee motivation and workforce productivity (Chary, 1995). There 

are multiple systems available in literature on giving incentives for direct employees 

(Das, 2013; Chary, 2009; Aswathappa, 2005). However, there is lack of indirect 

employee incentive schemes due to the difficulty in accurate performance 

measurement of the indirect employees (Das, 2013; Chary, 2009; Lal & Srivastava, 

2009; Alan & Pizzey, 1989). 

In this paper, a comprehensive mathematical model is developed for incentivizing 

the operational level indirect employees. Team based financial incentive scheme is 

developed by considering both employer and employees’ perspectives. Stochastic 

gradient descent algorithm is used for the mathematical formulation. The developed 

model ensures a consistent link between abovementioned three levels of an 

organization, which ultimately creates win-win solutions to both the employees’ and 

employer’s parties. 
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2. Theoretical Background 
2.1 Definition of Direct and Indirect Employees 

According to Bragg (2009), direct employees are engaged directly in the 

manufacturing process of final output. The traceable processes, which include 

changing of the composition, form or condition of the final product is done by direct 

employees. Conversely, any employee involved in facilitating, maintaining and 

supervising the total manufacturing process are categorized as indirect. Only the 

direct employees are considered as engaged in direct value addition processes 

(Bragg, 2009). However, it is obvious that direct workforce cannot be fully utilized 

and productive without the contribution of indirect employees (Das, 2013; Lal & 

Srivastava, 2009; Alan & Pizzey, 1989). The higher performance level of direct 

employees is achievable only with the effective cooperation of indirect employees 

(Das, 2013; Rao, 2007). The direct employees will receive smoother flow of 

production with the positive intervention of the indirect employees (Banerjee, 2006). 

However, there is a lack of indirect employee incentive schemes due to the difficulty 

in accurate performance measurement of the indirect employees (Das, 2013; Chary, 

2009; Lal & Srivastava, 2009; Alan & Pizzey, 1989). Therefore, the performance 

based monetary evaluation of indirect employees is essential in achieving the 

ultimate goals and objectives of the company (Chary, 2009; Rao, 2007).  

 

2.2 A Financial Incentive Scheme: Importance and Constraints 

Incentive scheme can be either financial or non-financial. As stated by Grammling & 

Holtmann (2006), the financial incentive schemes have more impact on the 

performance of the employees than that of non-financial incentives. Although, 

financial incentives are often considered as an overburden to the employers, they are 

leading to significant increase of workforce productivity (Chary, 1997). However, 

financial incentive schemes can possibly fail if they are not properly designed. The 

main causes for such failures are; employees crossing the ethical boundaries and 

disregarding the quality of work in order to achieve incentives, de-motivation due to 

unrealistic targets & inequality of received incentives even for same job performance 

and gradual reduction of motivation after achieving required level of performance to 

gain incentives. (Banfield & Kay, 2012; Perry et al., 2009; Burgess & Ratto, 2003; 

Kohn, 1993) Therefore, it is essential to introduce an appropriate, well-designed 

financial incentive scheme to the employees of any organization in order to achieve 

higher productivity levels. 

 

2.3 Characteristics of a Good Incentive Scheme 

Characteristics from Employees’ Direction 

As per Holtmann (2002), for any incentive scheme to be successful, those who are 

affected should accept it. Therefore, the designing of an incentive scheme should be 

done in such a way that will not create an adverse effect on the employees and the 

company. To become an effective incentive scheme it should fulfil two basic 

requirements, fairness and transparency (Grammling & Holtmann, 2006). Fairness 

can be further categorized as; distributive fairness and procedural fairness. The 

distributive fairness implies that an incentive scheme should allocate the incentives 

based on the effort paid by the employee. Procedural fairness denotes that an 

incentive scheme must have a trustworthy, logical and consistent allocation 

procedure. Incentive calculation procedure must possess clarity and equity. Equity is 
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referred as setting attainable targets within the reach of an average performing 

employee with noticeable effort. In addition to that, there should be significant 

difference between the incentives earned by employees with higher performance 

when compared to low performing employees (Gordon & Kaswin, 2010). Otherwise, 

the high performing employees will dissatisfy with the feeling of underestimation of 

their skill levels.  

Another key factor, which should be considered in developing an incentive 

scheme, is the status consistency. The allocated amount of incentives should reflect 

the employees’ position in the organizational hierarchy (Holtmann, 2002). According 

to the definitions provided by Allen (2011), the operational level consists of staff 

employees who operate below the executive level. This categorization is done 

mainly based on the ability to engage in decision-making and controlling power. 

Common features of operational level are the least independent nature in decision 

making and routine job roles with minor alterations. However, since the operational 

level is taken into consideration, which represents a single layer of the organizational 

hierarchy, the status consistency will not create a significant effect on this model. 

According to Holtmann (2002), there is a significant impact on employee 

productivity with shorter payment intervals. Having shorter time intervals between 

rewarding will ease the employees when linking the earned incentives to their 

efforts. Therefore, the corrective actions for poor performance can be taken within 

short period of time. However, it is undesirable to have very short time intervals due 

to difficulties in collecting and maintaining the relevant data. Therefore, the 

incentive scheme for operational level indirect employees in any organization should 

be having an average time intervals between incentive payments. But, some of the 

teams may require different incentive calculation period than the others. It happens 

depending on the nature of their job role. Therefore, the incentive scheme model 

must have the flexibility of adjusting the incentive calculation period as per need.  

 

Characteristics from Employers’ Direction 

In organizational employers’ point of view, there are two major factors being 

considered when offering an incentive scheme to the employees. Usually, it is done 

with the intention of achieving certain level of positive impact on the performance 

level of the employees whilst maintaining minimum financial expenses (Holtmann & 

Grammling, 2005). Therefore, managerial level expects an incentive scheme to have 

the ability of fulfilling above requirements. A well-designed incentive scheme can 

result in giving several benefits to the employers. The incentive scheme can be 

considered as a tool to compete with other companies. As a result of a proper 

incentive scheme, the employees are motivated to achieve higher productivity level 

and retain within the company while attracting the outsiders with higher capabilities 

(Holtmann & Grammling, 2005). This will result in enhancing the human resources 

potential within the company. In addition to that, the company can gain social and 

customer recognition as a fair pay organization. Such recognition can be used as a 

marketing tool in both customer segments as well as in local labor market. Therefore, 

implementation of an employee incentive scheme can render benefits to both 

employees and employers providing a win-win solution. 

 

2.4 Team Based and Individual Incentive Schemes 

The implementation of team based incentive schemes drastically increases the 
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performance of employees than the individual based schemes. As per the analysis 

conducted by Condly et al. (2003), the increase in performance due to team based 

incentives is 48% whereas it is 19% with individual based incentive schemes. 

Interdependency of job roles ‘between the teams’ as well as ‘within the team’ is key 

factor to be considered when designing an incentive scheme. An individual based 

incentive scheme can be applicable only if it is possible to distinguish individual 

performance (Hoffman & Rogelberg, 1998; Holtmann, 2002).  

The skill levels of employees vary from lower level to higher level in any 

organization. In such situation, offering an individual based incentive scheme by 

setting targets to be matched with high performers may result in dissatisfaction of 

lower level performance employees and vice versa (Holtmann, 2002). With the 

presence of an individual based incentive scheme, the employees tend to maximize 

their own output other than focusing on the goals and objectives of the company.  

This is undesirable especially in organizations where the team spirit and 

cooperation between co-workers is highly encouraged. 

In contrast to the individual incentive schemes, team based incentive schemes 

encourage the intra-team bargaining, collective and mutual learning of employees 

(Hamilton et al., 2001). Through that, the final product quality will increase 

simultaneously with personal growth of employees whilst reducing the need of 

supervision. However, free riding effect is known as the major drawback of team 

based incentive schemes. It can be mitigated to certain extent by allocation of 

minimum possible number of employees per team with close supervision (Holtmann, 

2002). In addition to that, the peer pressure can influence the free riding effect to a 

certain extent (Hamilton et al., 2001). 

 

Characteristics of Team based Incentive Schemes 

The stability and interdependency of teams play major roles when designing a team 

incentive scheme (Hoffman & Rogelberg, 1998). Dependent teams’ performance can 

be directly influenced by the poor performance of other teams. Therefore, the 

operational relationship between teams must be taken into consideration when 

setting targets in team incentive scheme. Otherwise, the teams may get discouraged 

due to evaluation of performance by including uncontrollable and unaccountable 

effects. 

The established teams may be either part-time or full-time. In case of part-time 

teams, giving incentives for a particular period may be problematic due to unstable 

nature of the team. Hence, it is advisable to establish full-time teams depending on 

the desired incentive calculation period (Hoffman & Rogelberg, 1998). 

As stated by Hoffmann & Rogelberg (1998), there can be seven major categories 

of team incentive schemes. They are; Team gain sharing/ profit sharing, Team goal 

based incentive system, Team discretionary bonus system, Team skill incentive 

system, Team member skill incentive system, Team member goal based incentive 

system, Merit incentive systems. Out of these, the Team skill incentive scheme 

focuses on rewarding the teams with significant performance development during the 

incentive calculation period. Such team incentive system can be applicable to an 

organization in combination with proper performance evaluation criteria. 

Establishing a system to do a quantitative analysis of the team performance is also 

essential.  
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2.5 Factors to be Considered when Developing an Incentive Scheme for 

Indirect Employees 

As stated by Das (2013) and Rao (2007), it is essential to consider the following 

factors when designing an incentive scheme for indirect employees. They are  

 The scheme should achieve all-round efficiency in the organization 

 It should be organized to relate the reward with the efforts 

 It should be so organized as to encourage maximum efficiency 

 The scheme should be guaranteed for a specific period 

 It should ensure payment of incentives at regular intervals 

 

2.6 Performance Evaluation Method for an Incentive Scheme 

According to Ratnayake et al. (2014), the stochastic gradient descent algorithm can 

be effectively applicable in evaluating the performance contribution of employees at 

different levels of an organizational hierarchy. The approach used in their study is 

used in this paper to evaluate the operational level indirect employees’ performance 

and allocate the performance based incentives to the employees. 

 

3. Methodology 
Deductive approach is used for the development of the mathematical model. The 

theoretical background for the development is based on the findings from available 

literature.  

 

3.1 Decision on Target Party for Incentives 

The review of literature has shown that the suitability of targeting employee teams in 

calculating incentives rather than individuals. Therefore, the incentive scheme model 

is developed as a team wise incentive scheme. When deciding the employee teams, 

homogeneity of the job roles within a team is essential. Therefore, when deciding the 

incentive allocating teams, it is vital to categorize the operational level indirect 

employees with same job role in to a same job category.  

The Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) for each operational level employee team 

should be established by using an appropriate performance measurement system. 

Since the selection of KPIs is dependent on nature of the organization, customizable 

model is developed so that the user can including respective KPIs as per the 

requirement. For the ease of representation of the developed model, it is assumed 

that two KPIs are defined to each operational level employee team. 

Development of the incentive scheme was done by ensuring factors stated in 

section 2.5. 

 

3.2 Consideration on the Performance Contribution along Organizational 

Structure 

In determining incentives for operational level indirect employees, it is important to 

pay attention on the gain can be obtained to the employer simultaneously. Therefore, 

it is required to link the operational level employee incentive scheme with the overall 

company performance. As an example, from employers’ direction, it is worthwhile 

to pay incentives for employees only if overall growth of the profits or budgeted 

standard hours for the period has been achieved. Therefore, it has been decided to 

incorporate a measure on corporate level (Strategic level) company performance to 
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the developed incentive scheme. As in Figure 1, department level (Tactical level) has 

been considered as the next performance evaluation stage. 

 

 

Figure 1 Performance Contribution Flow through Organizational Hierarchy 

 

Allocation of the total incentive for organization between departments has to be 

logical and fair. Allocated incentives for a department have to represent the head 

count of the department related with the incentive scheme and current period 

performance of the department. It is important to identify each department’s 

performance contribution for the company’s performance of the same period. Team-

level performance evaluation and appraisal is the most important part in development 

of the incentive calculation model. In order to incentive allocation model to be 

practical, incentives for a team has to show direct relationship with team 

performance. It is because employees’ direct controllability over the incentives is at 

the stage of team level. Therefore it has been identified that higher the employee 

head count of the company, more weigh of incentive allocation has to be given at 

team level. 

Accordingly, a team wise incentive scheme has been developed to represent the 

performance contribution of different levels of a company whilst ensuring that 

operational level indirect employees are having high controllability over their 

incentives.  

 

4. Results 
4.1 Incentive Scheme Model for an Operational Level Indirect Team Member 

Assumptions 

1. Departmental KPIs used for the incentive scheme are related to the operational 

level indirect employee performance. 

2. Team level KPIs are directly accountable and controllable to the employee team 

being incentivized 

Customizable incentive scheme model for operational level indirect employees is 

given in equation (1).  

 

Indexes  

   Index for departments (           

   Index for operational level indirect employee teams within a department 

(           

   Index for organizational sub-KPIs (           

   Index for departmental KPIs (s          

Operational level 

Department level 

Corporate level Company 

Department 1 

Team 1.1 Team 1.2  Team 1.3... 

Department 2 .... 

Team 2.1 .... 
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   Index for KPIs of operational level indirect employee team (   
         

Inputs  

   Total number of organizational KPIs 

   Total number of departmental KPIs 

   Total number of KPIs for operational level indirect employee team 

  T Otal number of departments considered under incentive scheme 

C  Total number of operational level indirect employee teams within a 

department 

       Value for the KPI   of operational level indirect employee team   during 

period   

    Operational level indirect employee head count in department   belong to 

incentive scheme 

   Adjustment for the incentive calculation period/ days, weeks for the current 

month 

   Total incentive ceiling for organization per incentive calculation period 

          Budget/ target value of organizational main KPI for the selected period 

           Budget/ target values for the KPI   of team   for the selected period 

 

Variables  

    Performance contribution weight of organizational KPI   

     Performance contribution weight of departmental KPI   of department   
     Performance contribution weight of operational level indirect employee 

team KPI   of  team   

          Actual value of organizational main KPI for the selected period 

           Actual values for the KPI   of team   for the selected period 

      Weighted value for organizational sub-KPI   during period   

       Weighted value for the KPI   of department   during period   

     Total incentive earning of an operational level indirect employee in team   

of department   during period   
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As an example, consider an operational level indirect employee team (Team 1) in 

department 1 having two KPIs,       and      . Assume there is only one 

organizational level KPI,      (where   ). According to the developed model, the 

incentive earning per employee of Team 1 - Department 1 for the period t is     

which is given in equation (7). 

 

    
     

         
         

  
   

    
 
   

          
 

   
 
   

 

 
  

   

     
 
   

 
   

  
          

          
  

 
   

     
 
   

 
   

  
          

          
       (7) 

 

Assumption:      ,            and            are positively co-related with the 

company performance. For negatively co-related KPIs, respective adjustment has to 

be made as given under the section 4.8. 

Above incentive earning (given in equation 7) for an operational level indirect 

employee working at a team of department 1 can be further elaborated through step 

by step calculations as given under the sections 4.2 to 4.8. 

 

4.2 Adjustment on Organization Performance 

The proposed incentive model suggests in maintaining a constant amount of total 

incentive ceiling ( ) per month. It is the maximum amount company would have to 

pay for employees under the scheme given that all the corporate level performance 

indicators, department level performance indicators and team level performance 

indicators have achieved their targets for the month. 

If there are multiple sub-KPIs available in corporate level, it is possible to 

calculate the value for organization’s main KPI by using stochastic gradient 

algorithm given in equation (2).  

Use of a constant total incentive ceiling has given the employees a guaranteed 

incentive distribution if company performs well for the period. Therefore from the 

employees’ perspective, it is encouraging to have an incentive scheme linked with 

company overall performance, measured through company’s profitability or 

customer-paid standard hours. 

Maximum total incentive amount allocated to the organization for current month 

(  ); 
 

       
         

         
     (8) 

 

From the employer’s perspective, it is beneficial because total employee incentive 

allocation fluctuates in line with the realized return from the organization. 

 

4.3 Allocation of Incentives between Departments 

Two major concerns have been taken in to account in allocating the total incentives 

between departments. They are; employee head count related with the incentive 

model and departmental performance contribution towards organizational 

performance for the period. 
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         (3) 

 

Each department’s performance contribution for the organization performance can 

be found using a regression approach. With a stochastic gradient descent algorithm, 

above relationship can be solved using training examples (historic data of KPIs). 

With the values for   , each department’s performance contribution can be found as 

a ratio (e.g.: for department 1 = 
   

    
 
   

 ). More localized optimal solution can be 

attained under this method which gives accurate results to the current incentive 

calculation period’s performance contribution. 

However, it is required to pay more weight towards the employee head count at this 

stage than the departmental performance contribution. It is due to the fact that more 

priority of performance evaluation of employees should be given to the team level 

which is under their direct controllability. Therefore in allocating the calculated    
value between departments, relationship has to be developed to give more priority 

towards employee head count of the departments and less priority towards 

departmental performance contribution towards corporate level. Also the relationship 

should consider the fact that higher the employee head count of organization, lower 

will be the controllability of a departmental performance to a single team. It requires 

increasing the priority towards employee head count over performance contribution 

in allocating incentives to departments, when total organization employee head count 

increases.  

Total maximum incentive allocated to department 1 employee for the current 

month 

 

       
   

    
 
   

  
  

   
 
   

        
  

   
 
   

   (9) 

 

Where; 

 

           
 

      
 
   

     
 
        

        (10) 

 

In order to avoid unhealthy competition between teams within a same department, 

equal incentive opportunity has to be given to all teams within a department. 

Hence, Maximum current month personal incentive ceiling for an operational level 

employee of department  

 

1 (M) = 
   

  
  (11) 
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4.4 Adjustment to Period 

An operational level employee team within a department may require in 

incentivizing daily, weekly or monthly. Therefore considering the number of 

working days for current month or working weeks for current month, maximum 

personal incentive for the period can be calculated as below.  

   Current period personal incentive ceiling for an employee of department 1 (  ); 

   
 

 
 

Here   is the adjustment for incentive calculation period. As an example if the KPI 

values are given monthly and the incentive calculation is required in 

monthly/weekly/daily basis, the value for   is;   =1 for monthly incentive ceiling,   = 

4 for weekly incentive ceiling,   = 20 for daily incentive ceiling (assuming number 

of working days per month is 20). 

 

4.5 Adjustment on Team Performance 

As aforementioned, it is assumed that two KPIs are defined for each operational 

level employee team. The number of KPIs can be selected as the user requirement. 

Two main considerations have been taken in incorporating the KPIs for a team’s 

incentive calculation. First consideration is each KPI’s current contribution towards 

the respective department’s performance. Second is each KPI’s level of performance 

of current period compared to target.  

 

                      
 
   

 
    (4) 

 

By using weighted KPI values to stochastic gradient descent algorithm, above 

relationship’s     can be solved for the current period. The ratios of 
   

    
 
   

 and 

   

    
 
   

 represents the selected employee team’s (team 1) contribution of two KPIs 

towards department 1’s performance for current period. 

Ratio between actual and budgeted values of the two KPIs for the current period 

has been used to calculate the team’s level of performance. Combining these two 

considerations on the team level performance, current period incentive (   ) for an 

employee of team 1 is calculated as below. 

 

        
   

    
 
   

         

          
   

   

    
 
   

         

          
   (14) 

 

4.6 Alternative Options for Target Setting 

Corporate level targets and operational employee team level targets are used for the 

proposed incentive scheme. In general, periodic corporate level targets are planned in 

finance departments of the organizations. However, for operational team level, 

targets may not be prepared to each period separately. Therefore, it is important to 

have alternate options to calculate targets of the incentive scheme. 

As the guideline for the targets, only the current standards and attainable standards 

have been considered. Out of the two, attainable standards are more preferable since 

it intends to have a reasonable improvement level of the team performance. (Kaplan, 

2009; Chary, 1997) 
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KPI Budget  = KPI Average (1 + improvement percentage)     (15) 

 

KPI Average is determined with the use of few recent historic periodic values for 

KPIs. On top of the average value, target can be set to attain a reasonable 

improvement level. If the operational level indirect employees attain the target, they 

would entitle to get maximum incentive allocated for the respective KPI or in a case 

of partial achievement, respective partial achievement would be incentivized.  

KPI Budget  = KPI Average  or  KPI Budget = KPI last period 

For certain KPIs, operational level employee teams would have already reached 

the optimum acceptable level of performance. In such situations, current standards 

can be used to incentive calculation as given above.  

 

4.7 Weighting the KPI Values to use in Gradient Descent 

Stochastic gradient descent algorithm has been used in three instances of the 

incentive calculation in order to find the weights for performance contributions. 

Given below are the linear regression solved through the gradient descent.  

 

                  
 
     (2) 

 

                
 
   

 
     (3) 

 

                      
 
   

 
     (4) 

 

It is required to weight the KPI training examples before they are used in gradient 

descent. Reason for that is, different values of KPIs may have different scales and it 

would have a high impact on the  ,    or     values (e.g.: values for       may be 

given in thousands whereas values for       may be given in decimals). Therefore it 

is important to bring different scales to a single scale before it is being used. As a 

solution, it is advised to weigh each KPI value from its average value of historic 

data.   

 

4.8 Consideration on KPI Co-Relation to Organizational Performance 

Some key performance indicators may have either positive or negative co-relation 

with the overall organizational performance. As an example, standard hours achieved 

can be considered as a positively co-related KPI with the company performance 

because, greater the standard hour’s achievement greater will be the opportunity to 

attain higher company performance. In contrast, a KPI like defect rate is having a 

negative co-relation with overall company performance because, greater the defect 

rate, lesser will be the opportunity to attain a higher company performance. 

Attention has been paid in categorizing the possible KPIs based on their co-

relation because it can affect the incentive scheme in two ways. If negatively co-

related KPI data have been used in the gradient descent solving, respective gradient 

values will result minus values which creates problems in proceeding. In the case of 

actual to budget KPI ratios used in incentive scheme, it would result misleading 

results if a KPI is having a negative co-relation with company performance. 

Therefore as a solution, it is advised to convert the values of negatively co-related 
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KPIs to positively co-related values (1 - negative co-related KPI %) before they are 

processed to incentive calculation.  

 

5. Discussion 
As aforementioned, intention of a financial based incentive scheme is of two ways. It 

should simultaneously reward employees while motivating them and render good 

results to the employer. Latter intention with employer’s perspective is completely 

ignored if incentives are allocated to operational level indirect employees without 

considering their contribution towards overall organizational performance.  
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                  Employer’s Perspective          Employees’ Perspective 

 

Two intentions of the employer and employee are considered under the proposed 

incentive scheme as highlighted above. Unless operational level employee’s 

department level contribution towards organizational performance is not considered, 

employer cannot easily recognize whether it is worthy to practice an incentive 

scheme.  

Simplicity of an incentive scheme is a factor determines the understand ability and 

acceptability to an incentive scheme. There can be a possibility that the part 

representing employer’s perspective may be difficult in explaining to operational 

level indirect employees. As a solution to the above issue, following suggestion was 

made. It can be seen that the employer’s perspective part of the incentive scheme is a 

periodic constant amount for operational level indirect employees belong to the same 

department. Employees can be convinced that based on their department success and 

broader teamwork, the    amount for the period varies. But their main concentration 

should be to achieve the complete department level    amount for the period to their 

teams by fully achieving targets set for both the KPIs. If targets for both the KPIs are 

being achieved, they received a guaranteed minimum of the respective department’s 

incentive ceiling (  ) for the period. In addition, it can be convinced to the employees 

that though the    amount does not vary from a greater amount in worst scenario, 

based on their collective work contribution to the department level performance, it 

can be extended favorably. 

 

         
   

     
 
   

 
   

  
          

          
  

   
 
       (16) 

 

6. Conclusion 
A comprehensive mathematical model is developed for incentivizing the operational 

level indirect employees. Team based financial incentive scheme is developed by 

considering both employer and employees’ perspectives. Stochastic gradient descent 

algorithm is used for the mathematical formulation. The developed incentive scheme 

satisfies the factors that are essential to be considered when developing an incentive 

scheme for indirect employees as mentioned in section 2.5. Guidelines for the 

selection of appropriate KPIs for department level and operational level indirect 
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employees is not included in this paper. Therefore, it is advisable for the users to 

establish proper KPIs with the use of a suitable performance measurement system. 

Maximum benefits of the proposed incentive model can be gained through the 

selection of appropriate KPIs, incentive period, employee teams and KPI target 

setting. As a future research direction, it is expected to test the developed model 

using actual data sets from a selected organization. 
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This study presents a method of big data analysis which enables to choose 

appropriate candidates for advertising model. For five famous Korean sports 

celebrities and eight commercial products, this study collected 5,844,167 data from 

Twitter and blogs. Employing the big data analysis, we found their mutual keywords 

by using the proposed keyword frequency analysis. Using big data analysis is very 

effective because the image suitability between products and advertising models can 

be checked in advance, while in the past enterprises had to pay high cost to the 

advertising model with a risk on the image suitability between model and product. 

Keywords: Big Data, Celebrity Advertisement, Match-Up Hypothesis Theory, 

Image Suitability, Advertisement Model 

 

1. Introduction 
People in the modern era live in an environment where they can easily have access to 

diverse and plentiful information thanks to the distribution of the Internet, Wi-Fi, and 

smart phones. In other words, accessing information wherever and whenever we 

want has been possible because of the Information and Communication 

Technologies (ICTs), which even lead communication between real space and cyber 

space in our daily life. In particular, with the widespread use of social media, the 

number of social media users amounted to 1.96 billion worldwide in 2015. A new 

domain — the Social Networking Service (SNS) — was created for social media 

sites such as Facebook, Twitter and other blogs, successfully forming new networks 

among people.  

The fact that monthly real time users of Twitter in 2015 surpassed 302 million and 

Facebook users surpassed 1.4 billion proves the importance of the SNS. The 

development of the SNS not only enlarged the significance of the netizen’s opinions, 

but also enabled the SNS to advance into promotions and other analytical spaces of 

corporate marketing. The development of the SNS made it possible for enterprises to 

use SNSs as a method of diverse marketing and analysis. This is due to the fact that 

SNS advertising became a significant marketing space along with the continuous 

growth of mobile devices. 

Amid the ongoing success of SNSs, big data analysis helps enterprises to make 

effective and scientific decisions by analyzing the immense amount of information 

that appears on SNSs. As a Research and Innovation program from 2014 to 2020, the 
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European Union invested more than 800 Euros to bring about more technological 

advancements in the field (Digital TV, 2014). However, though its importance is 

being recognized, big data research in the field of advertisement image fitness is 

insufficient for sports marketing. 

Meanwhile, thanks to the development of digital media, modern people can 

directly or indirectly come across many advertisements every day. Due to the 

abundance of advertisements, enterprises are taking advantage of famous celebrities 

to enhance the advertising effect. The appearance of famous celebrities in 

advertisements not only promotes products and increases brand awareness, but also 

enhances the product reliability of consumers. Based on these reasons, companies 

invest huge amounts of money to hire celebrities for their commercials, causing a 

constant increase in the participation of sports celebrities in commercials. 

Among the celebrities, sports celebrities have recently become loved by marketers 

because of their awareness and attention from the public. Since celebrity marketing 

is known as the most effective way to improve corporate brand awareness, using 

sports celebrities as endorsers is not a surprise. Actually, there are many cases where 

companies cast famous endorsers who possess all the necessary conditions such as 

awareness, reliability, and familiarity in their advertisements, and it has a large 

influence on product sales. According to the economic magazine Forbes, world 

famous golfer Tiger Woods earned 98.8% of his annual income from his 

advertisement endorser fee, which is about $50 million. Golfer Phil Mickelson and 

tennis player Roger Federer also earned 94.5% and 86.6% of their annual income 

from advertising. These facts directly show how much the enterprises invest in sports 

star advertising. 

However, if companies wish to enhance the effectiveness of an advertisement, 

they should use famous celebrities suitable for the product in the advertisement. The 

effect of the advertisement is maximized when the celebrity has a high fitness with 

the product (Lee and Park, 2014). So, what methods can a company use to measure 

image fitness? The most commonly used methods are questionnaire analysis, 

professional insight, or intuitive judgment. However, questionnaire analysis has two 

critical weaknesses as an analysis method. First, the data collected through 

questionnaires is limited by the researcher’s questions (Coughlan et al., 2009). 

Second, social desirable bias can affect the results of the questionnaire. In other 

words, a respondent may have a tendency to answer differently from his or her true 

opinion (Demaio, 1984), so the result of the questionnaire may not perfectly reflect 

the person’s real thoughts. 

Thus, this study utilized big data analysis through SNSs to find the image fitness 

between the sports celebrity and product in an advertisement. Using five famous 

sports celebrities and eight advertised products, this study collected 5,844,167 data 

points on Twitter and blogs from May 1, 2014 to May 1, 2015 and analyzed their 

mutual keywords. Using big data analysis has a large significance because the image 

fitness between products and advertising endorsers can be checked in advance, 

unlike in the past when enterprises had to pay the high cost of advertising in the 

commercial sector while taking a risk on the image fitness.  

The following is the outline of this paper. Section 2 examines the studies about 

sports celebrities and match-up hypothesis theory. Section 3 explains the data 

analysis method, which uses big data. Section 4 discusses the results, and Section 5 

states the conclusion of this study. 
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2. Literature Review 
2.1 Sports Celebrity Advertisements 

Today, a number of enterprises employ indirect communication using famous 

advertisement endorsers — a way to approach the public in a friendlier and amicable 

way — to increase their market value and promote their products. A famous 

celebrity’s advertisements are more effective than any other marketing strategy 

because they can draw more consumer attention, improving consumer behavior and 

purchase intention. In other words, companies use celebrities who have public 

awareness as a reference to their products, thereby strengthening the advertisement 

effect (McCracken, 1989). This kind of public confidence is formed by the basic 

credibility of the celebrity with his or her professionalism and attractiveness 

(Hovland et al., 1953; McGuire, 1973; Sternthal et al., 1978), and many celebrity 

advertisements are based on this (Kamen et al., 1975; Friedman and Friedman, 1979; 

Mowen and Brown, 1981; Atkin and Block, 1983). Actually, it has been reported 

from advertisements for gas oil, color TVs, and disposable razors that awareness of 

the product and the brand rises when a company uses a celebrity instead of an 

ordinary person in an advertisement (Freiden, 1984; Kahle and Homer, 1985). 

Furthermore, studies have found that using a celebrity brought a positive response 

toward the product and improved the purchase intention (Mowen and Brown, 1981) 

and celebrity trustworthiness, expertise, and attractiveness effects on celebrity 

endorsement (Amos et al., 2015). This is especially true when the celebrity’s original 

image and compatibility are suitable for the product. Because of this, the number of 

companies that take advantage of famous figures when advertising their newest 

products and improving their corporate image is gradually increasing.  

Among celebrities, sports celebrities are most frequently used as advertisement 

endorsers. Sports celebrities bring attention to an advertisement and at the same time, 

transfer the celebrity's clean and pure image to the product or the brand, which can 

lead to a positive image. Establishing a positive image for the product or the brand 

through the advertisement is very important because it is related to the advertisement 

attitude, which is a consistently positive or negative response tendency toward the 

advertisement stimulus (Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980; Lutz et al., 1983; Chang et al., 

2014). The advertisement attitude itself is a significant variable when measuring the 

advertisement effect, and using a sports celebrity as the advertisement endorser 

strengthens this trend. Considering these facts, we cannot ignore sports celebrities’ 

contribution to intangible brand equity benefits (Bozman et al., 2015) 

 

2.2 Match-up Hypothesis Theory 

Using a celebrity as an advertisement endorser is theoretically based on the match-up 

hypothesis because the advertisement effect depends on the fitness between the 

endorser and the product. The match-up hypothesis was first presented in 1979 by 

Friedman and Friedman, who studied the fitness between advertisement endorsers 

and products. The match-up hypothesis means that suitable endorsers should be used 

for an advertisement to effectively deliver information to the consumers, thus 

strengthening the advertising effect (Kamins and Gupta, 1994). Therefore, the 

hypothesis assumes that the image of the advertisement endorser and the company or 

the product have to correspond with each other to enhance the consumer’s memory 

and promote a positive response. In other words, positive effects from consumers can 
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be obtained when the image of the advertisement endorser and the image of the 

corresponding brand are appropriate. 

According to the match-up hypothesis, the experience of a measured fit — which 

occurs when the measured focus and provided stimulus match — enables positive 

value judgments by helping people feel confident about their current actions, thereby 

increasing their individual motivation to perform and immerse themselves in certain 

activities. In conclusion, a positive advertisement effect is possible only when the 

image of the advertisement endorser and the image of the product are appropriate. 

Fitness is a concept from the brand extension, co-brand, or sponsorship to explain 

the awareness degree between the two different objects (Korchia et al., 2009). The 

cognitive theory defines this fitness concept in four different ways (Till and Busler, 

2000). First, congruence means the category of the product and the celebrity 

advertised product’s category have to be the same, but the endorser itself does not 

have to correspond with the brand (Kamins, 1990; Lynch and Schuler, 1994). On the 

other hand, fittingness is a concept about the suitability between the advertisement 

endorser and the product (Kanungo and Pang, 1973). While appropriateness asks the 

accordance of the image type (Solomon et al., 1992), consistency means the images 

between the advertisement endorser and the product have coherence (Walker et al., 

1992). Table 1 shows four different concepts of fitness and their researchers.  

The fitness between the advertisement endorser and the product is important 

because if the celebrity’s image doesn’t match up with the product, it not only 

damages the celebrity’s credibility but also diminishes the advertising effect (Kamins 

et al., 1989; Kikati, 1987). Therefore, the match-up hypothesis has been supported by 

many researchers. Table 2 shows the research studies about the match-up hypothesis. 

 
Table 1 Four Different Concepts of Fitness 

Term Researcher 

Congruence Kamins (1990), Lynch and Schuler (1994) 

Fittingness Kanungo and Pang (1973) 

Appropriateness Solomon, Ashmore, and Longo (1992) 

Consistency Walker, Langmeyer and Langmeyer (1992) 

 

Friedman and Friedman (1979) researched the advertisement effects using three 

different types of advertisement endorsers – celebrity, expert and regular people. 

Based on the preliminary investigation, they chose vacuum cleaners as a 

functionally, physically, and financially high-risk product, jewels as a socially and 

psychologically high-risk product, and snacks as a low-risk product. By analyzing 

the subject’s attitude towards the product and the advertisement and his or her 

purchase intention, they found that the fitness between the product and the 

advertisement endorser had a significant effect on the advertisement's credibility. A 

vacuum cleaner showed the best advertisement effects when it was advertised by an 

expert, as did the jewels with a celebrity and the snack with a general person. 
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Table 2 Match-up Hypothesis Research Studies 

Researcher Title Summary 

Cho and 

Baskin (2018) 

 

It’s a match when green meets healthy 

in sustainability labeling 

The match-up between healthiness and 

sustainability drives consumer buying 

preferences and product perceptions. 

Levi et al. 

(2017)  

 

The Match-up Hypothesis Revisited: 

A social Psychological Perspective 

The match-up relationship exists 

between advertising model’s 

attractiveness and attractiveness-

related product types. 

Seiler and 

Kucza, (2017) 

 

Source Credibility Model, Source 

Attractiveness Model and Match-Up-

Hypothesis - An Integrated Model 

Product fit has a positive effect on 

attitude towards the ad and in turn 

towards the brands and purchase 

intention. 

Bahram et al. 

(2010) 

Celebrity endorser influence on 

attitude toward advertisements and 

brands 

If celebrity has a proper relationship 

with a product, celebrity image helps 

consumer to build the brand image 

Koernig and 

Boyd (2009) 

To catch a tiger or let him go: The 

match-up effect and athlete endorsers 

for sport and non-sport brands 

Product-endorser fit can be related to a 

positive image and purchase intention 

toward the product 

Till and Busler 

(2000) 

The match-up hypothesis: Physical 

attractiveness, expertise, and the role 

of fit on brand attitude, purchase 

intent and brand beliefs 

Fitness between a message of celebrity 

endorser and product makes an 

effective advertisement  

Kamins 

(1990) 

Celebrity and No celebrity 

Advertising in a Two-Sided 

Context 

The fact that the celebrity’s 

attractiveness is emphasized when he 

or she is paired with the product 

supports the match-up hypothesis 

Kahle and 

Homer (1985) 

Physical Attractiveness of the 

Celebrity Endorser 

Physical attractiveness towards the 

product’s brand is formed when a 

fascinating sports celebrity is used as 

an advertisement endorser 

Friedman and 

Friedman 

(1979) 

Endorser Effectiveness by Product 

Type 

Celebrity creates different 

advertisement effects depending on 

the product 

Kanungo and 

Pang (1973) 

Effects of Human Models on 

Perceived Product Quality 

The advertisement effects of the 

product depend on the advertisement 

endorser 

 

It also has been proven that the fitness between the product and the advertisement 

endorser instills a favorable attitude towards the product. If the advertisement 

endorser fits the product, consumers experience a perceptual and attitudinal 

congruence, and therefore the psychological comfort not only leads to a favorable 

attitude (Kanungo and Pang, 1973), but also improves the purchase intent of the 

product (Kahle and Homer, 1985; Koernig and Boyd, 2009). In addition, a positive 

attitude toward celebrity endorser can influence on attitude toward brand through 

celebrity’s image (Bahram, Zahra and Zahra, 2010). There are many examples that 

support the importance of fitness between the product and the advertisement 

endorser. In a car advertisement, a fascinating celebrity, Tom Selleck, was more 

effective as an advertisement endorser than a non-attractive celebrity (Kamins, 

1990). Similar results were found in a study that examined the fitness between the 
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celebrity’s characteristics, such as attractiveness and professionalism, the product, 

such as pens, candy bars or energy bars, and its resulting advertisement effect (Till 

and Busler, 2000). In other words, to make an effective advertisement, the message 

that the celebrity gives and the product appeal have to be appropriate for each other. 

Latest studies have also found that there exist significant relationships between 

consumers and products under different contexts (Cho and Baskin, 2018; Levi at al., 

2017; Seiler and Kucza, 2017), which signify the importance of match-up hypotheses 

theory.  

 

2.3 Match-Up Hypothesis in a Sports Celebrity Advertisement 

Advertisements that use sports celebrities are effective because sports celebrities not 

only possess public charm, but also communicate objectivity and credibility to 

consumers based on their extensive knowledge and experience in the field. This is 

why enterprises pay huge amounts for sports celebrities and anticipate advertisement 

effects. For example, Nike paid 1.44 billion dollars for Michael Jordan and Tiger 

Woods, and Gillette spent between 300 and 500 billion dollars on David Beckham 

(Edaily, 2015). 

Companies continuously utilize sports celebrities as their advertisement endorsers 

because they have practical and instantaneous effects of the advertisements. In fact, 

according to AC Nielsen Korea’s instant noodle market data, Ottogi, which selected 

Hyunjin Ryu as its advertisement endorser, came in second place by recording 18% 

and beating the previous runner-up, Samyang Foods (12.4%) in the first half of the 

instant noodle market’s annual share (The Korea Economic Daily, 2015). Although 

the whole instant noodle market share decreased two % in 2014, Ottogi’s Jin Ramen 

surpassed its original sales target by 10% and achieved 27.1% growth compared to 

the previous year (Chosunbiz 2015). Netizens who became aware of this report said 

the following things: “I want to have some instant noodle after seeing that,” 

“Hyunjin Ryu is fascinating,” and “The Hyunjin Ryu effect is enormous.” These are 

some good examples that directly prove sports celebrity advertisement effects. These 

responses, as shown in the study based on questionnaire surveys, also prove that 

advertisement effects can be accurately and easily examined using big data. 

Sports celebrity advertisements have the ability to equate a fresh and untainted 

image of sportsmanship, developing a corporate image that goes beyond the brand 

image. However, choosing an appropriate endorser is important because the opposite 

case can maximize negative images of the product or the brand no matter whom the 

company uses as a endorser. 

However, most studies use questionnaires to demonstrate the effects of sports 

celebrity advertisement. Studies regarding advertisement fitness mostly make 

verifications through questionnaire surveys, not big data analysis.  

Existing studies used questionnaire surveys to research advertisement fitness, but 

this study attempts to verify the correlation analysis between sports celebrities and 

products through big data analysis based on SNSs where the public’s thoughts and 

feelings are shown as they truly are. Big data analysis is a tool for companies to 

perceive consumers’ thoughts and understand their demands. Therefore, it can be 

actively used in the marketing field, making it possible to lead to the instantaneous 

effects of marketing when analyzing postings on Facebook and Twitter. In other 

words, corporate marketers are now able to directly analyze the public’s opinions 

and thoughts through SNSs, where common words are frequently mentioned. 
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Big data analysis generally utilizes keyword frequency analysis based on SNSs. 

For example, big data has produced meaningful results such as predicting movies’ 

box office success and incomes by performing a keyword frequency analysis on 

Twitter.  

A study method that utilizes keyword analysis on SNSs takes place in a variety of 

fields. Big data studies based on frequency analysis also take place in all industry 

fields, including the education sector, the public service sector, and daily life where 

SNS data exist, and these results are assessed to be highly credible. Therefore, this 

study examines the fitness between the sports celebrities and the products using big 

data analysis based on the fact that advertisement endorsers have to be suitable to 

maximize the advertisement effect. 

 

3. Methodology 
3.1 Target Analysis of Sports Celebrities and Products 

In order to select six sports celebrities, this study collected the following data: the 

revenue of advertisements and sports celebrities in 2014, the number of broadcasted 

data on Naver, the preference ranking of sports celebrity advertisement endorsers 

that was conducted by Gallup Korea’s questionnaire survey, and Macromill Korea’s 

survey, which targeted ordinary citizens and advertisers. As a result, we found the 

following results: 1st – Yuna Kim (estimated price of approximately 16.3 billion won 

with 64,215 votes), 2nd – Hyunjin Ryu (estimated price of approximately 10 billion 

won with 62,035 votes), 3rd – Yeonjae Sohn (estimated price of approximately 3 

billion won with 17,889 votes), 4th – Taehwan Park (estimated price of 

approximately 5 billion won with 19,049 votes), 5th –Seonghoon Choo (estimated 

price of approximately 3 billion won with 19,45 votes), and 6th – Seongyong Ki 

(estimated price of approximately 6 billion won with 23,716 votes). 

Based on these sports celebrities, data on consumers’ feelings about products were 

collected from Twitter and blogs by conducting a keyword frequency analysis of 

eight different products: a refrigerator, massage machine, washing machine, air 

conditioner, telecommunications company, smartphone, food, and cosmetics from 

May 1, 2014 to May 1, 2015. Saltlux software framework, the program most widely 

used in this field, was utilized for data collection while controlling the current 

endorsement activities of above six sports celebrities.  

As a result, by gathering 389,688 instances of keywords about Yuna Kim, 180,159 

about Yeonjae Sohn, 1,149,94 about Hyunjin Ryu, 423,745 about Seongyong Ki, and 

260,185 about Seonghoon Choo, a total of 1,368,771 keywords related to the sports 

celebrities were collected. In the product category, a total of 4,475,396 keywords – 

295,198 keywords about the refrigerator, 1,977 keywords about the massage 

machine, 71,549 keywords about the washing machine, 427,300 keywords about the 

food, 310,662 keywords about the air conditioner, 1,025,583 keywords about the 

telecommunications company, 562,517 keywords about the smartphone, and 411,839 

keywords about the cosmetics – were analyzed. Eventually, a total of 5,844,167 

opinions from Twitter and blogs were collected and used in the data analysis. Since 

Taehwan Park was implicated in a doping incident, he was excluded and the analyses 

of the other five sports celebrities were used. Table 3 shows the number of analyzed 

keywords for each sports celebrity with a simple explanation, and Table 4 shows the 

number of analyzed keywords for each product. 
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Table 3 The Number of Keywords for Each Sports Celebrity with an Explanation 

Sports celebrities Explanation Keywords 

Yuna Kim 

 

South Korean figure skater.  

2009 and 2013 World champion.  

2010 Olympic champion.  

2014 silver medalist in ladies’ singles.  

389,688 

Yeonjae 

Sohn 

 

South Korean individual rhythmic gymnast. 

2014 Asian Games all-around champion.  

2014 World Championships 4th in the all-

around. 

180,159 

Hyunjin 

Ryu 

 

South Korean professional baseball starting 

pitcher for the Los Angeles Dodgers of 

Major League Baseball. 

1,149,942 

Seongyong 

Ki 

 

South Korean professional footballer. 

Central midfielder for the Premier League 

club Swansea City. 

Captain of the South Korean national team. 

423,745 

Seonghun 

Choo 

 

Japanese mixed martial artist and judoka. 

2001 Asian Championships gold medalist 

for South Korea. 

2002 Asian Games gold medalist for Japan. 

Former K-1 HERO’s Light Heavyweight 

Grand Prix Tournament Champion. 

260,185 

Total 1,368,771 

Note: Images Retrieved from Google.com 

 
Table 4 The Number of Keywords for Each Product 

Product Keywords 

Refrigerator 295,198 

Massage machine 1,977 

Washing machine 71,549 

Food 427,300 

Air conditioner 310,662 

Telecommunications company 1,025,583 

Smartphone 562,517 

Cosmetics 411,839 

Total 4,475,396 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_Korean
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Professional_baseball
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Starting_pitcher
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Starting_pitcher
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Los_Angeles_Dodgers
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Major_League_Baseball
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3.2 Big Data Analysis Procedure 

The big data analysis of this study was done in three stages after preprocessing the 

raw data.  

In the first extracting keywords stage, the 100 most frequently mentioned 

keywords on Twitter and blogs about the five sports celebrities and the eight 

products were extracted in the order of frequency. Then, the frequency of those 

2,600 keywords on Twitter and blogs was estimated. After arranging the extracted 

respective 200 keywords from Twitter and blogs about each sports celebrity and 

product, we analyzed the final 100 keywords.  

In the second mutual keywords stage, keywords about each sports celebrity and 

product were visualized and commonly mentioned keywords were classified. These 

keywords were defined as ‘mutual keywords,’ which formulated a common image 

between the sports celebrities and products. Based on the collected data, this study 

made a new formula to calculate and recommend the most proper advertisement 

endorser of each product by weighting the frequency of mutual keywords. Table 5 

and Table 6 show the formula. 

 
Table 5 Definition of the Image Fitness Formula  

Based on Weigh Frequency of Mutual Keywords I 

Definition Calculation Formula 

      n A total number of the rank (n= 100)                               

       mutual keyword of the sports celebrity(S) (i=1,…, n)  

    

 

Weight of the     mutual keyword of the sports celebrity(S) (i=1,…, n) 

= 
                              

                                                    
 

   

 

    mutual keyword of the product(P) (j=1, …, n)           

    

 

Weight of the      mutual keyword of the product(P) (j=1, …, n) 

=  
                              

                                           
  

       
The number of                  

    
=      +     (where    ==   )  

 

In the last calculating image fitness stage, the percentage of common appearance 

of the keywords for both products and sports celebrities were measured in 

consideration of the overall frequency. Since the final calculated percentage was the 

frequency of commonly appearing keywords between sports celebrities and products, 

the percentage was defined as ‘image fitness.’ 
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   Table 7 is a calculated example of image fitness. The total sum of 100 keywords 

about Yuna Kim was  389,688, and  the sum of Smartphone keywords  was 562,517. 

 
Table 6 Definition of the Image Fitness Formula  

Based on Weigh Frequency of Mutual Keywords II 

Definition Calculation Formula 

Maximage(S, P) 
Max(   ) = The most suitable mutual keyword between the sports 

celebrity(S) and the product(P)                                                                      

TFR(S, P) 
The sports celebrity(S)’s total fit ratio of the product(P) 

=      
 
  (i, j = 1, …, n)                     

Recommend(S, P) Recommendation product(P) of the sports celebrity(S) 

 

As a result, seven mutual keywords – advertisement, photo, birthday, sister, model 

(including advertisement model), and friend – were found. The total number of 

common key words was 96,030 (22,187 + 73,843), which proved that the image 

fitness between Yuna Kim and the Smartphone was 10.09%. Figure 1 depicts the 

keywords of Yuna Kim and the Smartphone with the seven mutual keywords shown 

at the center. The appearance of different keywords according to the type of sports 

celebrity proves that each celebrity has a different image, and that verifies the 

advantage of big data analysis. 

 

 
 

Figure 1 Keyword Visualization of Yuna Kim and the Smartphone 

 

   Table 8 shows the image fitness results for the five sports celebrities and eight 

products. In detail, Yeonjae Sohn showed high image fitness with the refrigerator 

(41.41%), massage machine (57.38%), and food (38.11%). Hyunjin Ryu showed 

high image fitness with the air conditioner (38.68%) due to his image as a powerful 

pitcher. Since Seonghoon Choo was frequently featured in the entertainment 

program ‘Superman is Back’ with his daughter Sarang Choo and displayed an image 

of a warm-hearted dad and family-oriented man, he had high image fitness with the 

laundry machine (41.56%), Telecommunications Company (28.30%), Smartphone 

(34.29%), and cosmetics (37.90%). The telecommunications company LG U+ even 

created an advertisement with the ‘obsessed with daughter’ character Seonghoon 

Choo. 
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Table 7 Examples of the Frequency of Mutual Keywords  

and the Image Fitness between Yuna Kim and the Smartphone 

Rank 
Sports Celebrity: Yuna Kim Product: Smartphone 

Keyword Frequency Keyword Frequency 

1* Sports celebrity 29,284 Photo(28) 23,670 

2 Figure skating 20,445 Background 19,439 

3 Olympic 14,044 Key 18,341 

10* Advertisement(70) 5,967   

16*   Friend(96) 7,722 

28* Photo(1) 3,888   

42* Birthday(51) 2,991   

51*   Birthday(42) 4,331 

58* Older sister(98) 2,610   

59* Model(77, 78) 2,606   

70*   Advertisement(10) 3,613 

77*   
Advertisement 

model(59) 
3,351 

78*   Model(59) 3,344 

79* Picture(86) 2,249   

86*   Picture(79) 3,045 

96* Friend(16) 1,786   

98*   Older sister(58) 2,580 

99 Kim Mu-seong 1.786 Charge 2,508 

100 Correct answer 1.761 Inchon 2,505 

Mutual keyword(*) sum 22,187(A)  73,843(B) 

Total sum 389,688(C)  562,517(D) 

Image fitness 
10.09% 

(A+B)/(C+D)*100 

Note: The Numbers in Parentheses Represent the Opposite Frequency Ranking about the 

Same Keyword 

  
On the other hand, Yuna Kim generally had high image fitness, but no single 

product category stands out compared to the other sports celebrities. She showed 

high fitness with the smartphone (24.01%), but did not rank in first place despite her 

strong impression with the ‘Yuna Kim’ phone. In the case of Seongyong Ki, he 

turned out not to be suitable as an advertisement endorser since he lacked overall 

image fitness. The analysis results are discussed in further detail in the next section. 

 

4. Results and Discussion 
This study analyzed the fitness of sports celebrities with their respective products. 

For example, Figure 2 represents sports celebrities’ fitness with the refrigerator by 

percentage. As a result, we found that Yeonjae Sohn (41.4%) had the highest image 

fitness among the five celebrities in the refrigerator category, followed by 

Seonghoon Choo (40.5%), Hyunjin Ryu (11.4%), and lastly, Yuna Kim (6.7%). 

Yeonjae Sohn also had big differences from other sports celebrities, showing 57.38% 
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image fitness with the massage machine, 38.11 % with the food, and the second 

highest fitness with the cosmetics. Around the time when she earned 41.41% image 

fitness with the refrigerator, 57.38% with the massage machine, and 38.11% with the 

food, she gained a lot of popularity from the public. 
 

Table 8 Sports Celebrities’ Image Fitness with Respective Brand and its Percentage (%) 

Percentage (%) 
Yeonjae 

Sohn 

Yuna 

Kim 

Seonyoung 

Ki 

Hyunjin 

Ryu 

Seonghoon 

Choo 

Refrigerator 
5.18 

(41.41%) 

0.83 

(6.67%) 

0 

(0.00%) 

1.43 

(11.47%) 

5.06 

(40.45%) 

Massage machine 
10.42 

(57.38%) 

1.72 

(9.47%) 

0.37 

(2.06%) 

0.63 

(3.46%) 

5.02 

(27.63%) 

Washing machine 
6.87 

(36.54%) 

3.32 

(16.71%) 

0 

(0.00%) 

0.97 

(5.19%) 

7.81 

(41.56%) 

Food 
4.07 

(38.11%) 

3.25 

(30.46%) 

0.71 

(6.69%) 

0 

(0.00%) 

2.64 

(24.73%) 

Air conditioner 
2.18 

(17.63%) 

1.82 

(14.75%) 

0.61 

(4.93%) 

4.79 

(38.68%) 

2.97 

(24.01%) 

Telecommunications 

company 

5.51 

(20.77%) 

6.04 

(22.76%) 

2.27 

(8.56%) 

5.20 

(19.61%) 

7.51 

(28.30%) 

Smartphone 
7.80 

(18.58%) 

10.09 

(24.01%) 

0.43 

(1.02%) 

9.28 

(22.10%) 

14.40 

(34.29%) 

Cosmetic 
7.64 

(31.27%) 

3.44 

(14.06%) 

1.68 

(6.88%) 

2.42 

(9.90%) 

9.26 

(37.90%) 

 

 
Figure 2 Sports Celebrities’ Image Fitness with the Refrigerator by Percentage (%) 

 

It is also necessary to make comparisons between the image fitness in the results 

of this study’s big data analysis and the current situations of ongoing sports star 

advertisements in Korea. Therefore, we first compared Yeonjae Sohn and Yuna Kim, 

who have appeared in similar advertisements. Yeonjae Sohn had a high popularity 

41.41% 40.45% 

11.47% 

6.67% 

0% 

Yeonjae Sohn Seonghoon 

Choo 

Hyenjin Ryu Yuna Kim Seongyong Ki 
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level since she has a cute, pretty, and fresh image compared to Yuna Kim’s mature 

image. Maeil Milk changed its advertisement endorser from Yuna Kim to Yeonjae 

Sohn and its sales increased by four times compared to the previous year. This result 

can be understood since Yeonjae Sohn is the green dietary life’s honorary 

ambassador of Korea Agro-Fisheries & Food Trade Corporation, which aligns with 

the image she portrays as a cook in the advertisement. Furthermore, an advertising 

agency analyzed Yeonjae Sohn using the celebrity index, and the 2012 London 

Olympics Celebrity Endorsers Research Report Conference selected her as the No. 1 

celebrity suited best for cosmetics commercials. In conclusion, the big data analysis 

explains that Yeonjae Sohn’s confident performance and outward appearance have 

allowed her to surpass Yuna Kim in regards to public image; therefore, she was the 

sports celebrity with the highest preference.  

Yeonjae Sohn had higher image fitness in cosmetics (31.27%) than that of Yuna 

Kim (14.06%). This is because although Yeonjae Sohn has appeared more frequently 

in advertisements with a similar image to Yuna Kim, she is less expensive for 

advertisements than Kim (Jang, 2014). 

In the smartphone category, even though Yeonjae Sohn (18.58%) appeared in an 

LG OPTIMUS VN2 advertisement, Yuna Kim (24.01%) showed higher image 

fitness. Samsung’s Anycall mobile phone used Yuna Kim as an advertisement 

endorser for quite a long time, and thus she is famous for the ‘Yuna Kim’ phone. The 

fact that Samsung’s brand is stronger than LG in terms of smartphone awareness 

could also be a factor. 

As for the category of air conditioner, although Yeonjae Sohn (17.63 %) and Yuna 

Kim (14.75 %) were the advertisement endorsers for the two most widely known air 

conditioners in Korea, Hyunjin Ryu proved to be the sports celebrity who was the 

most suitable to advertise an air conditioner (38.68 %). After examining 

corresponding keywords to figure out the reason for this result, the most important 

keyword turned out to be ‘power.’ In other words, Hyunjin Ryu had the highest 

image fitness with the refrigerator because of the public’s assumption that power is 

an important attribute of an air conditioner, which corresponds with his image. 

Likewise, even though Yuna Kim and Yeonjae Sohn are the current advertisement 

endorsers, the big data analysis results could be helpful in selecting future 

advertisement endorsers since big data can disclose the public’s unknown 

perceptions. 

The reason why Seonghoon Choo showed a high fitness in the smartphone 

category is because many people talk about his smartphone on Twitter or blogs due 

to his frequent appearances on many entertainment shows. In fact, there was a 

question on the Naver search engine that said “Many people may want Seonghoon 

Choo to be an advertisement endorser. Which product commercial should he take?” 

and the answer was “mobile phone,” indicating another reason for his high image 

fitness with the smartphone.  

As the basis of this study finding, Samsung Mobile expected that the lovely image 

of Seonghoon Choo’s sentimental appearances as a dad with his daughter Sarang 

Choo would generate and naturally deliver the wanted message to their brand targets. 

Thus, Samsung Mobile chose them to appear in a large scale Samsung America 

commercial that was advertised around the world along with famous world 

celebrities such as Messi (Kim, 2015). 
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Seonghoon Choo’s highest image fitness with cosmetics may seem odd 

considering his previous job as a judo and mixed martial art player, but on the 

contrary, the public may see him as valuable. He has been the advertisement 

endorser for Coogi cosmetics since 2008 because he has a cold-hearted and 

masculine, yet smooth and warm-hearted image at the same time. His two different 

images are present: standing on the ring with his top off while at work and as his 

kind, normal self when not wearing his boxing gloves. Moreover, his appearance in 

the cosmetics product of Johnson & Johnson Korea along with his daughter was 

assessed to be another contributing factor that increased his image fitness with 

cosmetics (Tenasia, 2014). Also, there was only a narrow margin of 1.2% between 

him and Yeonjae Sohn, who was ranked number one for fitness as an advertisement 

endorser for Winia Mando’s kimchi refrigerator ‘Dimchae.’ The increase of the 

public’s interest toward Seonghoon Choo reflects the entertainment show’s 

popularity and his position as an advertisement endorser (The Asia Economic Daily, 

2015). In fact, he was selected as the Endorser of the Year at the 2008 Korea 

Advertisement Awards because he appeared in 10 commercials in diverse fields such 

as beer, the kimchi refrigerator, beverages, automobile, food, and cosmetics within a 

seven-month period (Maeil Business Newspaper, 2008). Therefore, this study’s big 

data analysis result is meaningful in the sense that advertisers can observe this 

phenomenon closely and then select their future advertisement endorsers. 

Even though Hyunjin Ryu was an instant noodle advertisement endorser, his 

image fitness did not stand out in the food category since instant noodles take up a 

very small portion of the category. However, if there was a single category of 

‘instant noodles,’ the result would be different. Also, there was a time gap between 

his advertisement and this study’s data collection. His instant noodle advertisement 

was broadcast in 2013, but this study collected its data between 2014 and 2015.  

However, even though he did not stand out in this study’s big data analysis, 

Hyunjin Ryu’s instant noodle commercial demonstrates that sports celebrity 

commercials do have a significant effect. When Hyunjin Ryu was selected as the 

endorser for Jin Ramen in November 2013, its sales went up 30% and the instant 

noodle market share of Ottogi also went up (The Korea Economic Daily, 2015). This 

case shows how much a sports celebrity can influence a company’s sales and the 

entire industry. 

A comparative description of the results of this study’s big data analysis was made 

with the current situation of the commercial market. As a result, certain sports 

celebrities who appeared in certain commercials significantly corresponded with this 

study’s results, whereas other cases did not. Since disagreements signify the 

celebrities’ possession of diverse images, companies need to look deeply into the big 

data analysis results. 

 

5. Practical Implications 
As sports have become an industry, sports celebrities with high awareness get a lot of 

attention from the public, which bolsters celebrity marketing as the most effective 

way to improve corporate brand awareness. In other words, since sports celebrities 

draw great attention from the general public, advertisements using them as endorsers 

have come to influence product sales greatly. Actually, companies are employing 

marketing strategies for the improvement of their corporate image by casting famous 
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endorsers who possess all the necessary conditions such as awareness, reliability, and 

familiarity.  

In this kind of environment, this study has huge significance because the image 

fitness between products and advertisement endorsers can be checked in advance 

through big data, unlike the past when enterprises had to pay endorsers in the 

commercial sector large fees and take a risk on the endorser fitness. Therefore, this 

study can definitely make a big contribution to the planning stage of advertisements 

by helping to figure out image fitness between the products and the sports celebrities. 

Through SNS keyword big data analysis of Twitter and blogs, now companies can 

understand the true opinions of the consumer. 

When it comes to the study of image fitness, the questionnaire survey is the most 

basic and traditional method. However, the data from a survey is limited to answers 

to the researcher’s questions. On the contrary, big data analysis has the advantage of 

understanding the public’s ideas freely and unrestrictedly through SNSs.  

Selecting and sponsoring proper sports celebrities who fit the product or company 

is a very important part of recent sports marketing. Therefore, this paper emphasizes 

the importance of decision making based on practical data that reflects the daily 

activities of the public over traditional questionnaire survey-based decision making. 

This can lead to data-based decision making and various forms of business 

endorsers. Also, this paper shows that a sports celebrity’s reputation and image 

fitness with the product can be different from the result of the big data analysis. This 

means that if companies use big data analysis in their sports marketing, they can 

practically select and sponsor proper sports celebrities and save money while 

maximizing the advertisement effects using a scientific method. 

As for the effectiveness of advertisements, this study can give practical assistance. 

Firstly, using big data makes it possible to hear the honest voice of the consumers’ 

diverse opinions and demands, as opposed to the questionnaire survey method 

because SNSs are where people post their true opinions.  

Secondly, this study shows that companies can prevent ineffective advertising 

expenses and obtain maximized commercial effects before they try to renew or 

create new contracts with sports celebrities by using big data analysis. If the image 

fitness between the advertisement endorser and the product can be evaluated before 

choosing an endorser, it can positively affect marketing practices. In particular, the 

result that shows consumers’ loyalty and preference toward the product decreasing 

when image fitness does not match is noteworthy. That is because this result proves 

that the fitness between the image of sports celebrities and the image of products, 

brands, and companies are much more important than merely casting a famous sports 

celebrity as the endorser.  

Lastly, SNS big data analysis will be very helpful when it comes to strategic 

decision making for corporate brand management and will offer competitive 

measures for establishing corporate brand marketing strategies. When big data 

analysis is applied to comprehend consumers’ responses on SNSs, unnecessary 

advertising expenses will be reduced and strategies that create memorable 

advertising messages will increase. 

 

6. Limitations and Future Studies 
This study has a couple of limitations. First, the result of data mining analysis needs 

to be validated by alternative research methods. Considering the contribution and 
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implication of this study, it is evaluated that the data mining method in this study is 

worthwhile and useful for the purpose of obtaining the immediate and reliable 

market data, but the validation of this method needs to be further investigated in the 

future. Second, this study has chosen only 5 sports celebrities and seven products 

within the Korean market. Due to the limited size of sample and the limited scope of 

industry within a specific nation, the proposed method needs to be conducted under 

diverse and different scenarios. However, even though the current study has 

aforementioned limitations, future studies will improve weaknesses and strength 

strengths in the light of evolving trend of big data analytics.  

Future studies will find more profound results if they conduct long-term research 

projects with a greater number of keywords on products and sports celebrities that 

are not mentioned in this study. Furthermore, since the big data analysis can be 

supplemented by questionnaire surveys, such as those on detail purchase intention, 

that includes data that cannot be known when only using big data, a comparative 

study that estimates the similarities and the differences between big data and the 

actual survey is also necessary.  

Meanwhile, this study demonstrates that big data analysis does not always 

correspond with the current situation and that the results may differ according to 

different search words. That is, big data analysis can discover a phenomenon that 

shows the mismatch of the current advertisement endorser and the product. Thus, if 

future studies use more specific and refined data, they will be able to find more 

prominent sports celebrity endorsers who draw active and positive responses from 

consumers. 

One of the reasons behind the mismatched image between the result of the big data 

analysis and the ongoing advertisement market is the image of the sports celebrities 

themselves. Even though a sports celebrity forms a consistent image through games, 

that image can be changed when the sports celebrity appears in commercials or TV 

programs. For example, if sports celebrities display different or unknown aspects on 

TV programs, their image changes rapidly so different results are shown. From a 

theoretical perspective based on the concept of combination, a new sports celebrity 

image is created from the combination of different images that are generated by 

sports games and TV. In this case, the big data analysis shows new results regarding 

the new image because it reflects the rapidly changing SNSs. Therefore, more 

specific data refinement and analysis are necessary when carrying out big data 

analysis in this situation. 

In conclusion, further studies are expected to produce more in-depth results by 

performing long-term searches based on a greater number of products and sports 

celebrity keywords that are not mentioned in this study. Additional investigations are 

necessary to verify the fitness of variable sports celebrities, a product’s brand, and a 

product’s category. Continuous research investing the differences depending on the 

type of consumer is also needed because it is an important variable to examine the 

substantive advertisement effect. In addition, if further research includes other 

variables such as advertisement exposure number, it could be possible to analyze the 

advertisement effect more objectively. This study also can be combined with a 

network analysis (Park and Lim, 2015). Lastly, a comparative study with an actual 

questionnaire survey needs to be done to supplement the results of the big data 

analysis. An actual questionnaire survey based on the results of this study could draw 
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additional analyses that cannot be discovered solely through big data analysis, such 

as the detail purchase intention of the consumer.  
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